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F O R E W O R D

1. The Preparatory Commission was created en 26 October 1956 by tae
Conference on the Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency to
make all necessary preparations for the first session of the General Con-
ference and the first meeting of the Board of Governois of the Agency. It
is composed of representatives of Argentina, Australia, Kelginm. Brazil.
Cnnada, Czechoslovakia. Egypt. France. India, Indonesi?, Japan, Pakistan,
Peru, Portugal, the Union of South Africa, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and
the United States of America. The Commission elected Mr. Carlos A. Ber-
nardes (Brazil) as its President, Mr. Pavel Winkler (Czechoslovakia) as
its Vice-President, and appointed Mr. Paul R. Jolles as its Executive
Secretary.

2. The mandate of the Preparatory Commission is set forth in Annex I
of the Statute c* the Agency, its major task being to "make studies, *-eports.
and recommendations for the first session of the General Conference and
for the first meeting of the Board of Governors on subjects of concern to
the Agency requiring immediate attention, including (a) the financing of
the Agency; (b) the programme? and budget for the first year of the
Agency; (c) technical problems relevant to advance planning of Agency
operations; (d) the establishment of a permanent Agency staff. . . .** On
29 October 1956 the Commission created a technical Working Group of the
Whole to advise it on mi initial piogramme for the Agency. The Preparatory
Commission's rej. ort on the programme, staff and budget for the first y^ar
and on ihe financing cf the Agency, which is the subject of this document,
embodies the recommendations of the Working Grovp. It has the unanimous
approval of the Commission.

3. The other reports and recommendations which the Pieparatory Com-
mission is required to make arc bein* issued as separate documents and
are listed in GC.l/INF/1 :GOV/f NF/L



I N T R O D U C T I O N

1. Atomic energ) has been, in the yeatr since the Second World War.
the object and the symbol bcfh of the highest hopes and of the deepest
fears of mankind. Aite* the initial shock ot the realization of its destructive
powers, the world is awakening to the expectation of the great hfnefits which
it can also bestow But as the veils of secrecy and mystery are gradually
put aside, it has become increasingly clear that the development of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes demands a high degree of international
co-operation. The United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy at Geneva in 1955 showed impressively how great,
in such a wide field of knowledge, were the opportunities and benefits of a
free exchange of scientific information and techniques. The problem of
radiation effects also points to the necessity for international co-operation
in dealing with a force whose nature is so complex.

2. The International Atomic Energy Agency i» the first attempt on a
world-wide basis to face the challenge and opportunity of the peaceful uses
of atomic energy. The report which follows is a recommendation, based
upon the Statute of the Agency, as to how the new Agency can best begin
to take a firm grasp of Us great and promising responsibilities.

3. Since President F.isenhower suggested the creation of an International
Atomic Energy Agency before the General Assembly of the United Nations
in December 1053, international co-operation for the peaceful uses of
atomic rnergy has taken on a new impetus. It is a measure of the progress
made since that time that the desirability and necessity of such international
co-operation is now aniveisalH accepted. The unanimous decision of the
General Assembly in 1954 which called for the establishment of the Agency.
die history of the negotiations and the unanimous approval of the Statute
of the Agency by eighty-one nations all bear witness to the determination
of the nations and peoples of the world to put this idea into effect.

4. This determination stems not only from a tecognilioi.. of the potential
contribution of atomic energy to the welfare of nations. l>yt also from the
realization tlu.1 this contribution can only be made as a result of a common
effort, if it i* to be effective and beneficial for ail nations, and that it must
be subject to internationally recognized standards a«d responsibilities if
future generation? are to be safe from the hazards of radialtor.

5. The basic objective of the Agency as defined in its Striute, 5s to '4<?eek
to accelerate and enlarge the contribution ot atomic euergj In peace, health
and prosperity throughout the v»orld". The values of tl*at contribution is
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varied and potentially enormous. Ihc proceedings of the 1955 Geneva
Conference and, more recentiy, the report of the Secretary-General of me
United Nation? to the Economic and oocial Council on die economic appli-
cation of atomic energy in po*.ver, industry and agriculture1 aie only two
examples of the alitady vast documentation on '.his subject. As tins !ast
report indicates, there are loday already more than 2,000 known appl'ca-
tJons of atomic energy, radioisotopes and radiation.

6. A few countries are alread) using atomic energy as a means tc pro-
duce electric power, and there ran be little doubt thai, as the world's de-
mand for encrgv increases, many nations will turn to atomic energy as a
source of power, although its suitability and economic competitiveness will
vary largely according to local conditions and demands and to future tech-
nological developments. In many countries on the verge of large-scale
industrial development there is an acute shortage < i conventional power re-
sources. The long-term industrial growth of these countries will depend to
a substantial extent on the exploitation of atomic power.

7. The applications of radiation and radioisotopes to research in medi-
cine, industry and agriculture promise almost infinite possibilities for the
advancement of knowledge, for the improvement of industrial processes
and for economic and social progress. Differing local requirements and
conditions will dictate the application and development of basic techniques
and the direction of new research. There is no doubt, however, of the range
and variety of ways in which atomic energy can sei\e mankind and become
an indispensable means for keeping pace with the increasing demands of
an ever-growing world population.

8. The Prepiialory Commission therefore believes that the Agency will
have a unique opportunity to apply available skill and knowledge to tasks
which will result in real and lasting improvement in a given area, whether
it be the increase of the food supply, the battle against some disease or the
bringing of new sources of power to an area where conventional sources
of energy are inadequate. The free exchange of scientific information -vi!J
also play a vital role in supplying the basis for a general understanding
and more ready use of the knowledge available for the solution of practical
problems, as well as in indicating new and profitable avenues* of research.
The remcval of restrictions m the last year or two on the widespread pub-
lication of information on the peaceful uses of atomic energy is a welcome
development in this direction.

9. In extending the peaceful uses of atomic energy, th/» Agency must.
however, also ensure that this process remains benefoial. By the early e«teb-
lishment of uriversall) lecognized standards of health and safety and
methods of waste disposa1, ii can create condition? in which the world may
look forv ard with confidence to the ever-increasing use of atomic energy
in variou* vays ii» all areas of the »vorld. The pioblems to be solved and
the danger^. t',» be mH are international in scope. The possibility of cc.i-
taminatioii ot the air. the ^ta and the waterways illustrates!, the need for
action b> an international body. Measures /or the protection of health ond
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safety will therefore be a vital part of the Agency's programme from the
start.

10. Nor must the broadening of the peaceful applications of atomic
energy carry the dagger of increasing the military potential. The creation
of a reliable system of safeguards against diversion of fissionable material
to military use is therefore an equally important part of the foundation
of confidence upon which alone the Ageac/ can build an effective pro-
gramme in the future. It is in tliis way that the Agency can contribute, not
only to prosperity, but also to world peace.

11. The variety of applications of atomic energy and the complexity
of the problems to which it ghes rise is reflected in the number of inter-
national bodies already dealing with ceitain aspects of this field. The
Agency will use its influence to co-ordinate and harmonize international
efforts in this field and thereby increase their effectiveness. It will also
encourage uniformity v.'here uniformity and standardization can lead to
a more effective development.

12. The contribution of its Members to the Agency's programmes wjJl
vary according to many factors and in particular to their state of advance-
ment in atomic technology. Thus the Agency's success as an intermediary
in spreading the benefits of atomic energy will initially depend in large
measure on the assistance of the more advanced countries and on the
adaptability of the less advanced countries to new ideas and techniques.
The Agency's creation is the expression of common resolve that the develop-
ment of atomic energy shall not accentuate, but rather diminish the dif-
ferences in the technological advancement and standards of living of the
different peoples of the world.

13. The Agency, from its inception, will be faced with the problems
created by the world-wide shortage of trained scientific and technical per-
sonnel. For this reason emphasis will have to be placed in its early years
on training and technical assistance activities, and during those years espe-
cially it will depend to a great extent upon the trained manpower and the
training facilities of all kinds which can be made available to it by its
more advanced Members.

14. The Agency will also depend upon those same Members for the
supply of fissionable materials and the access to facilities for theii process-
ing, fabrication into fuel elements, concentration for specialized uses and
reprocessing after irradiation. The Agency's prospects of developing proj-
ects trader its own auspices will also depend on the assistance which can be
given to Member States in finding suitable sources of financing, and this
in turn will be affected by the confidence which the Agency's programme
inspires.

15. These problems can only be met along the lines indicated in the
Statute and in the spirit of co-operation which has characterized the inter-
national approach to the peaceful uses of atomic energy. The incentives
for tbis co-operaticn are strong. The benefits from a geographical broaden-
ing of the appliuuVons ot atomic energy will flow to advanced and less
advanced countries alike. In helping some countries to *olve their develop-



ment problems it uil! stiu~u!at> industrial txp?n?ion in others, biit, be)end
eill economic considerations, the \genry can b^o.ne a powerful nev bond
for peace through increased international understanding.

16. Although its beginnings may be mode«l. the Agency*;- potenda^ a*
an investment in the orrlerlv future d«*vefopm'nt of the greatest natural
force known to man is incalculable. The founding c» an Agen~\ \knotc.l
to such ends, is a landmark in the development of human institutions. Be-
cause the objective is far greater than the problems v\hich mr>t b" faced,
the Preparatory Commission put« forwaid tim report m the confident
belie! that the Age»ic> A\ill grow into an institution worthy of the ideals
expressed in its Statute.

17. TLe programme outlined in Chaplei I of this report is a plan, to
be considered by the Board of Governors, for the activities of the Agency
in its first year and is the basis for the proposed staff establishment and
the budget estimates set forth in Chapters II and HI. The recommended
programme in no way exhausts the potential scope of Agency action under
its Statute, but any larger scale operations should be preceded by caretul
planning. Due to the unpiecedented concentration of intellectual effort v»n
the development of atomic energy, the growth of knowledge is so rapid
that it is not possible to foresee accurately today all the opportunities of
tomorrow. The Preparatory Commission believes that the proposed pro-
gramme provides a realistic basis for the initial activities of the Agency
and will provide a sound framework for future development as the "Agency
acquires experience and adds to its resources.



CIS A F T E R I

INITIAL PROGRAMME
OF THE AGENCY

18. This chapter is divided Into sections which correspond to the major
functions of the Agency as outlined in Article III of the Statute. The
extent lo which these functions overlap is taken into account in the pro-
posed stuff establishment set forth in Chapter II where the necessary adjust-
ments are made.

GUIDING PKIXCJ^LEG
19. The general principles which should, in accordance vith the Statute,

determine the approach of the Agency to the implementation of this pro-
gramme are the following:

(a) Assistance provided by the Agency lo Member States will be given
in accordance with all relevant provisions of the Statute, and in particular
with Article III.C thereof, and should be directly related to tao particular
problems and specific needs of Member States and regions. To this end
the Agency should maintain close touch with its Members concerning thsir
local awl regional problems. Except for assistance generally available to
all Members, the Agency should give assistance to a Member State or to
a group of Members only on rt-ouest of the recipient and on terms to be
agreed with the Agency.

(b) AH arrangements bv the Agency tor the exchange of personnel be-
tveen Member States including secondments, visit; of expert?, fellowships
and scholarships, should be made in the first instance through governmental
channels and there shou'd be. as iar as possible, uniformity in administra-
tive and financial arrangements.

(c| in view of tne broad international scope of its activities, the Agency
should >*eek to exercise, through its activities, a co-ordinating *tfeet and to
discourage undesirable duplication of effort in the development of the
peaceful <»*es of atomic energy.

(d} The Agency should make the maximum use of the facilities avail-
able to U in Member Stales, particularly in iU early years. •



(e) The Agency should prepaie a long term operations! pfan fur pro-
viding assistance in the peaceful uses of atomic energy Lo its Membe'.
States in the under-developed! areas. This plan should rover, in a balanced
manner, all the Agency's fields of activities nnj should be completed f<»r
consideration }»y the Acrency in 1959.

ENCOURAGING AND ASSISTING RESEARCH
20. The function of the Agency in encouraging and assisting research is

outlined in Article 1II.A.1 and 2 of the Statute in which >he Agency is
authorized:

"To encourage and assist research on, and de'-elojwueut and prac-
tical application of, atomic sneryr for peaceful uses throughoiT the
world; and, if requested to do so, to act as an intermediary for the
purposes of securing the performance of services or ihe supplying ot
materials, equipment, or facilities b> one member of the Agency for
another; and tu perform any operation w service useful in reseatch
on, or development or practical application of, atomic energy for
peaceful purposes;

"To make provision, in accordance with this Statute, for materials,
services, equipment, aad facilities to meet the needs of re«earch on,
and development and practical application of, atomic energy for
peaceful purposes, including the production of electric power,
with due consideration for the needs of the unUer-developed areas
of the world."

21. In determining its initial programme t^e Agency must take account
of the fact that some of its Members have hitherto been unable, because of
shortage of trained personnel or insufficiency of other resources, to develop
adequate programmes for research in the peaceful uses of atomic energy.
It must accordingly assist its Members to acquire or develop techniques of
research which have already been evolved elsewhere and to apply existing
or new research techniques to their specific problems. The application ol
radioisotopes and radiation sources to such problems will be of particular
importance.

22. Time will however be require*! for an adequate evaluation of the
research problems of many Member States. In its first year the Agency
should therefore concentrate on assisting Membeis to plan programmes of
research or to develop existing programmes, in parHcular by procuring
personnel, arranging training or in helping to obtain facilities which they
require.

23. The Agency should also take steps to facilitate access by its Members
to published information on nuclear research which they need. It should
be noted m this connexion that the Agency has a statutory responsibility
to inform Member States of the results of nuclear research carried out with
its assistance.

24. In addition to the assistance which the Agency can render directly
to Member States it will have an important role to play in research pro-
grammes which require the collaboration of a large part of it« membership
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on a regional or world-wide basis. For example projects might be under-
taken in which different tasks weie accepted by individual Member States
or in which a number of Members carried out similar scientific observa-
tions under the supervision of the Agency; in both cases che Agency would
be responsible for the central pooling and analysis of results. Such projects,
ho\wever. require careful preparation and couid not be embarked upon
immediately by the Agency: nevertheless in its first year the* Agency cou»d
usefully identify future projects and begin to flau them.

25. The Agency's stafutoiy functions, particularly with regard to health
and safety, waste disposal, and safeguards may require it to undertake
research on its own behalf. If in the first year the Agency does not acquire
laboratory facilities, it may have to contract out such research. It may,,
however, become evident, thai there are subjects of research in which the
Agency can make a unique contribution which would justify an extensive-
research programme carried out within its own facilities.

in the light of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the following programme:

26. Initial assistance to Member States. The Agency should, on request,
assist Member States to determine their needs for research in the field of
peaceful uses of atomic energ). In its early years the Agency should give
priority to the use of radioisotopes and radiation sources as a research tool
for the solution of certain problems of its less developed Members.

27. Assistance to national research programmes. At the request of Mem-
ber States, the Agency should provide advice and assistance in the estab-
lishment or development of national research programmes in the peaceful
uses of atomic energy. This assistance should include the securing of
services of expert consultants and of scientific administrator, and al=o.
where appropriate, assistance in procuring equipment and supplies. To
perform this function, the Agency should keep itself fully informed about
national and international research organizations from which assistance
and advice can be obtained and should maintain close liaison with such
organizations. It should also keep on record comprehensive information
about national and international libraries on the peacelui uses of atomic
energy.

28. Dissemination <?/ information. The Agency should be closely familiar
with the various research programmes on the peaceful uses of atomic
energy which are in progress in Member States or being carried out through
international organizations or in international institutes of research, such
as the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), the Joint
Institute for Nuclear Research, the institute for theoretical studies of mclear
research of the Scandinavian countries. Such information should be made
available, on request, to Member States. In addition, the Agency should,
when necessary, direct inquiiles from Member Scales on research matters
to the most appropriate sources ot information. The information available
on research programmes should be utilized by the Agency in giving such



advice or ass'stance1 as may be desirable «vith n view to encouraging co-
ordination y{ research, th*3 possible irjitUoon of aew research or further
development of existing researtl. work.

29. 1 nterrMtionrd research programmes in the ptmccfvJ uaes of atomic
energy. The 4gercy should develop, in collaboration with national or re-
gional organizations, plans for co-ordinating reaeareh programmes of a
specifically international character where umfoirrity of measurement, -wide
geographical participation and a central pooling of results are required.
Possible programmes might include studies related to disposal of radio-
active waste5* and the measurement of radioactive background. The precise
method for implementing such piogrammes will ha\e to be decided in
each individual case.

30. Research in, supvorl f>f statutory junctions. The Agency should itself
undertake lesearch programmes in connexion with its statutory functions,
such as waste disposal, health and safety, and methodology of safeguards
and should also encourage such work in Member States.

RADIOISQTOPES \ND RADIATION SOURCES
31. Radioisotopes and radiation sources will te important in the assist-

ance given to Member Slates under Article III of the Statute. For some years
radioisotopes and radiation sources have found a ready use as tools for
scientific research, and their application to such activities as agrieulftae,
industry and medicine is now steadily increasing. These applications car-
yield great economic and social benefits, but relative1}* few countries have
as yet been able to take full advantage of the potentiaiities that radioisotopes
and radiation sources offer. The Agency may accordingly be able *o make
its giealest immediate contribution to the \vrlfj»re of man}* of ill Members
by assisting them to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to make full
use of ladioisotopes and radiation sources.

32. In seeking to take advantage of the potentialities of radioisotopes and
radiation sources. Member States ?re likely to request different kinds of
services from the Agency. Tn marr, cases they \\ ill first need comprehensive
information on the various uses of radioisotopes and radiation sources. Next
they ma) \\cll require technical assistance to help them plan such uses for
the solution of theii particular problems. Obtain Members may rlso need
the Agencv/'s help in procuring then requirement* of r«jdioisotope», labelled
compound' and nacliation «ources. and in establishing laboratories and other
facilities. Tn providing services of this kind, the Agency- should bear in mind
that it is within the competence of 71101 e th<*a one existing international
organization, such as the Food and Agriculture Organization and the World
Health Organization to promote the use ot radioisotopes and radiation
sources for specific purposes; but the special position and responsibilities
that the Agency will have by virtue of its Statut? indicate that it should
take the inki?tive in < o-ordinating international e.^o^ts in this field.

32. Apart from the Agency's obhgalions to provide Members v-ith assist-
ance of a general choractcr to develop ihe uses cf radioisotopes and radii-
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lion sources, there ir*> several wore specialized activities en which it could
usefully embark at an early date.

34. In order to achieve the necessary degRv «»!' comparability in the
experimental data on the use of radioisotopes and radiation source.-, obtained
bv workers in different part* of the world, it is "sseminl that the measuring
equipment u*ed should he correctly calibrated and methods of measurement
standardized. To this end the Agency could perfotm a \aluable service by
assisting Members to obtain standardized radioactive Maniples, by furthering
the adoption of standard procedures for calibrating measuring instruments
and by providing advice on methods of measurement.

35. The transport of radioisotopes and radiation sources ha» brought to
light many problems and involves the need for uniform packaging and
shipping regulations to avoid over-exposure of prisons or radiosensitive
film. The Agency may find it desirable to study those problems in relation
to questions of international transport in consultation \\ith other interna-
tional organizations concerned, such as the United Nations and the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization. The transport of short-lived radio-
isotopes gives rise to additional pioblems because of the need to ensure that
they are transported, and distributed without any delay.

36. The production of some isotopes and more particularly of many
labelled compounds is an undertaking of gieat technical complexity. The
Agency will be in a position to make additional use «>f the information on
radioisotopes which its Members provide by taking steps to promote the
co-ordination of research into and production of materials of this type with
a view to avoiding any unnecessary duplication of. t H'ort.

In the light of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the folloiving programme:

37. Collection and dissemination of information. The Agency should
maintain an inventory of information to be available, on request, to its
Members. This information should iiiclude:

(a) Sources of supply and nomenclature of and ptoe^dures for obtaining
radioisotopes, as well as prices in so *'ar as they are available;

(b) Methods and techniques of working \vith radioisotcpes and, where
such iniormatioti does not fa1! within ihe special competence of a pauicular
specialized agency, results of research In this field, and

(c) Sources of literature and of other information on rcs»?.ich, develop-
ment and practical application of radioisotopes and radiation sources.

38. Technical assi-stance. The Agency ahouH. on request, provide tech-
nical assistance to iu Members to promote the solution of specific local
problems by the use of rauio.;3Otopes and radiation sources. This technical
assistance should, wh^e pppropriate. include:

(a) Information concerning consultants available to assist J*s Members;
(6) Procurement of the services of cOt"»ultants individually or teams to

assist Member StfJes in, for "xampl?, th? &l«dy of Wal problems- a«U the
determination of their rftvpirements for radioisotopes, labelled compounds
and radiation sources;

•
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(c) Assistance in fhe procurement of the requirements of Member States
for radioisotopes. labelkd compounds &ud radiation sources;

(d) Assistance in the establishment of national laboratories and facilities
for the use of radioisofropes and ittdiction sources, including assistance in
the procurement ~f equipment ami in the development of research methods;
and

(e) Assistance in arranging fov personnel from Member States to study
in facilities of other Member States.

39. Standardization and calibration. The Agency should, in consultation
with other international organizations concerned, take measures for the
preparation and distribution of standardized radioactive camples and for-
mulate recommendations for ihe calibration of equipment and for appro-
priate methods of measurement.

40. International transport. The Agency should study, in consultation
with other international organizations concerned, take measures for the
international transport of radioisotopes, particularly of short-lived radio-
isotopes.

41. Co-ordination. The Agency, on the basis of the inrormalion available
to it, should encourage research on, and the application of special radio-
isotopes for the solution of particular problems and should endeavoui to
prevent undesirable duplication in this field. The Agency should have a pri-
mary responsibility for the co-ordination of International eiforts for the use
and development of radioisotopes for peaceful purposes, although other
international organizations will doubtless continue to implement their pro-
grammes in fields in which radioisotopes are an incidental research tool.

REACTOH PROGRAMME
42. The function of the Agency in promoting the development of nuclear

reactors for peaceful purposes is specifically set forth in Article III A.2 of
the Statute, in which the Agency is authorized:

"To make provision, m accordance TV lib tliis Statute, for materials,
services, equipment, -ad facilities to meet fhe aeeds of re-
search on, and development and practical application ot. atomic
energy for peaceful purposes, including *he production of electric
power, with due consideration for the needs of the under-developed
areas of the •wor'd.'*

Article XI (Agepcy project fj also has a direct beaiing on reactors as have
paragraphs A.I, A.5, and A.6 of Article III (Functions), Article IX (Sup-
plying of Materials) and Article XII (Agency safeguards).

43. Ft is widely expected that, in the long run, the development of ieac-
tors, and in particular cf power reactors, will be the most important peaceful
application of atomic energy, and that the Agency's assistance to its Mem-
bers in this field may in time become the most extensive of its activities.
Even before this stage is reached. Member States may look to the Agency's-
reactor programmes to enable them to acquire knc-w'eddje of the operation
of reactors and facilities for specialized training, io act &a a stimulus to
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the development of auxiliary indushies which are essential for the servicing
of power reactors and, eventually, to supply limited amounts of electric
power. There are, however, important limitations to the initial jjcope of
the Agency's reactor piogrsmme. On the basis of strict current economics,
and considering the existing types of power reactors, nuclear power will
first be competitive on a large scale with conventional sources of electric
power in a relatively small number of Member States which are highly
industrialized and densely populated, have high conventional fuel cost* and
in which eleciricity suppK is fed into distribution grids permitting con-
tinuous full load operation of power reactors. On a similar ba^is it is
probable that ircdnim-sized power reactors will provide electricity at com-
petitive rates for the needs of industrially less-developed countries only at
a somewhat later date except in certain limited locations. Furthermore the
Agency cannot itself finance reactor piojects, and the outside sources of
finance at the disposal of its Members are limited. The Agency's reactor
programme must reflect a balance between these technical and economic
factors and the interest which Member States have displayed in developing
atomic power at an early date.

44. The Agency's activities, from the first year onwards, will include the
provision of information and advice to its Members on the feasibility of
nuclear power programmes \vithin their territories and on general aspects
of such programmes. The Agency is al?o required by the Statute to consider
each specific reactor project submitted to it and to evaluate the project
before rendering assistance.

45. In addition to these operations in the reactor field, it would be desir-
able for the Agency to take special steps in the first years to encourage and
assist & special programme of reactor building. This programme would have
as its object the conduction of a limited number of reactors, taking into
account the need for balanced development of the various regions and the
availability of financial resources.

46. Some time must inevitably elapse before any reactors have been coiv
structed with the assistance of the Agency, and this may in the initial neriod
be an additional limitation to the training and research facilities made
available to if. It would contribute significantly to the Agency's programme*
if Members were, from the start, to place tiaining and research facilities
in existing reactors at the Agency's disposal.

47. The Agency's initial activities will consist largely of surveys, pro-
vision of technical advice, exchange of information, evaluation and Jonger-
teim planning. The magnitude of these tasks will depend largely on the
number of application? received and. to avoid possibly uneconomic employ-
ment of personnel, maximum recourse should be had to panels and teems
of specialist consultants.

In the light of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the following programme:

48. Collection and dissemination of information. The Agency should
promote tl«c exchange of information on tcactor technology. To this end?
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the Agency should, as far as practicable, collect vp-to-date information in
the following fields, to be supplied on request to its Members:

(cr) Technological developments in the reactor field and related eco-
nomic factors, such as relative {/ov/er costs, and 'ocal and regional economic
conditions affecting reactor construction;

(6) Reactor types; and
(<") Available training ?nd irradiation facilities.
49. Technical assistance.
(a) The Agency should be in a position to provide to its Members, on

request, technical advice on and assistance with reactor programmes, cover-
ing both research and power reactors. Such advice should, where appro-
priate, include evaluation of local conditions and requirement. Sufijeet to
its statutory limitations, ihe Agency should be in a position tc provide
advice on all major aspects of proposed reactor projects including possible
sources of materials and financing.

(6) The Agency should arrange with its Members for reactor and irradi-
ation facilities to be made available for the purpose of providing training,
knowledge of reactor technology and opportunities for reseaich and experi-
ment to students and experts from other Member States.

50. Requests for reactor projects. The Agency should, from the begin-
ning, evaluate all requests for reactor projects which it may receive from
its Member?, in accordance with Articles XI and XII of the Statute.

51. Special reactor programme. In addition to reactor projects evaluated
pursuant to paragraph 50, the Agency should take appropriate steps to
assist and encourage a programme of reactor building for purposes of
training, research and operational experience, the testing of materials and
the production of power. Consideration should also be given to the asso-
ciated effect such a programme might have on the development of auxilic.rv
industries to service these reactors. Such a programme might consist of the
building of a small number of medium-size reactors of types and at loca-
tions to be determined by the Board of Governors in consultation with
interested Member States, with a view to giving the maximum benefit to
the largest possible number of its Members. Where possible, such reactors
should be linked to existing or projected lesearch and training centres Sv/
that the maximum and most varied use can be made of the reactor facilities
provided. The special programme suggested above must, of necessity, be
limited in scope and there vnay therefore be need for the Agency to consider
and determine certain criteria for priorities to be applied to its special
prograir.me.

SUPPLY OF MATERIALS AND SERVICES

52. The Agency s functions and the procedures to be followed by Member
States in regard to the supply of mateiials and services are- dealt with in
several article^ of the Statute, of which the most important are Ardclcc III,
IX aud X,
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53. The scope of the Agency's operations and the decree to which it
achieves the objectives of the Statute oil obviously be affected oy the
quantities of special fissionable materials placed at its disposal an<l the
extent to which its Members make u%e of ihem. In particular, the availability
of such materials will have important imp1'cations for the Agency's act'vi-
ties in the reactor field and wil! have a Learns on the scope of its functions
in regard to safeguards and on it& activities in regaid to health and safety
and waste disposal. While indications have been given that special fission-
able materials may be available to the Agency at an early date it is difficult
lo foresee the extent of the demand for them in the first year. It is neverthe-
less essential that the Agency should be <*ble from the beginning to dis-
charge its statutory responsibilities in this field. Similar considerations may
be applicable to other materials and to services, equipment and facilities
which may be made available to the Agency as well as to their supply by the
Agency to Member States.

54. The Agency may also be called upon to assist its Members in securing
services, materials, equipment and facilities other than those made avail-
able to the Agency. Where the item or items are available through com-
mercial channels, it would, as a general rule, be inadvisable for the Agency
to do more than provide Member States with information at its disposal on
possible sources of supply. Certain items may. however, pose special prob-
lems of procurement and the Agency may deem it appropriate to take
further steps in assisting a Member State to procure them. The Agency's
functions in this regard would be determined by the number of requests
for assistance received and the decision taken on each request.

In the light of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the following programme:

55. Materials made available to the Agency. The Agency should under-
take to the extent necessary the following activities, cc-ncernet! with any
materials made available to it under Article IX cf the Statute:

(a) Arrangements in accordance with Articles IX and XIII of the
Statute with the supplying Member States:

(6) Arrangements for the receipt and storage of such materials:
(c) Notification to Member States of the availability and characteristics

of such n^lerials; and
(cf) Arrangements for the allocation and delivery of such materials to

requesting Membei States.
56. Services, equipment and facilities made available to Jie Age::cy.

The Agency should undertake to the extent necessary the following aci:vuies
concerned with any services, equipment and facilities made ?vallablc 10 it
under Article X of the Statute:

(c) Arrangements, in accordance \viih Article XIII of the Statute, with
the supplying Member State:

(b) Notification to Member States of the availability and characteristic5!
of such services, equipment and facilities; an<1
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(c) Arrangements for the provision of .«jcl- services, equipment and
facilities to requesting j\j*;ir»her States.

57. Other materi-ah* services, eqcdpment and facilities.
(a) The Agency should lake such steps as it <.1«»ems> appropriate to assist,

on request. Member States in seeming services or materials, equipment or
facilities not made available to the Agency and not readily available through
commercial channels.

(6) The Agency should, on request, provide its Members with informa-
tion on the souices of materials, services, equipment and facilities avail-
able through commercial channels.

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION AND CONFERENCES
58. The functions of the Agency in promoting the exchange of scientific

and technical information by various means are outlined in Article III.A.3
and, in more detail, in Article VIII of tlie Statute, vrhich enjoins Members
to make available information which, in their judgement, would be helpful
to the Agency, and lays upon them the obligation to make available to the
Agency all scientific information developed as a result of assistance extended
by the Agency. The Agency in its turn is obliged to assemble and make avail-
able in accessible form such information, as well a= to take positive steps to
encourage the exchange among its Members of useful information relating
to the nature and peaceful uses of atomic energy.

59. By virtue of its statutory responsibilities, its broad international char-
acter and the wide range of its activities, the Agency will be in a unique
position to assemble and disseminate scientific and technical information
on the peaceful uses of atomic energy and to encourage and facilitate ex-
change of information between its Members. This function is moreover one
which the Agency can begin to discharge effectively from the firsl year.
To perform it properly, the Agency will need *o maintain close and sctive
liaison with the governments of Member States and with appropriate insti-
tutions in Member States.

60. The Agency's programmes must take into account the fact that in
certain Member States the function of publicizing new developments in
nuclear science and technology and of preparing abstracts of new papers is
alrecdy extensively pe^for^ied by specialized publications and by national
organizations. Because of language and other difficulties there is, however,
an inadequate interchange between Member States of published scientific
aiid technical papers and abstracts and this is especially true of scientific
and technical papers published for official or s^mi-Officiil use. The Agencj
can therefore perform several specific services in this field. It would be of
particular value if the Agency were to facilitate the interchange of indi-
vidual published papers wh«ch its Members may rcqu.ue a*id v«ere to bring
to their .notice lists of titles of published official and semi-official scient\5c
papers or any other scientific papers, which if receives, and lists of titles of
new abstracts, and to provide on request translations of such abstracts in any
of its official languages.
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61. The Agency is also required by the Statute to make <tvailc»MA di
accessible form information developed bv Membei States a« a result of its
assistance. Since, at least initially, such Information is unlikely to be
developed in sufficient volume or with sufEcicat regularity to justify a
periodical bulletin, it could mcrt appropriately be published when neces-
sary in specialised reports. There may also be considerable interest in
specialized reports on certain technical projects carried out by the Agency
and on die proceedings of conferences or symposia which it convenes.

62. There aie in addition certain specific ta&ks indirectly i elated to tech-
nical information, which the Agency could usefully begin to undertake in
its first year. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Or-
ganization is engaged in developing and standardizing an international
technical and scientific terminology, and the Agency will be able to assist it
by encouraging development and standardization of the terminology of
atomic energy in the various languages. UNESCO also operates a coupon
system designed to facilitate the purchase of certain categories of scientific
and technical books and equipment 0y persons who or institutions which
cannot readily obtain foreign exchange for such purchases. The Agency may
find that the introduction of a scheme on similar lines would be of value to
its Members.

63. It is desirable that plans should be made to publicize the contribu-
tion which the Agency will make to the development of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes as well as some of its other activities. This task could be
most effectively performed if the Agency were to make arrangements for
the distribution of information to the public from its headquarters and, in
particular, to publish a periodical bulletin of a general character in *he
official languages of the Agency. In the interests of wider publicity, it may
be desirable to publish this bulletin in languages other than the official
languages.

64. The functions and authority conferred by the Statute make it desir-
able for the Agency to assume primary responsibility for the organization
of international conferences and symposia on the peaceful uses of atomic
energy. In determining its programme, however, the Agencv should take
account of the fact that, although such meetings have proved to be a valu-
able meaas of piomoting the interchange of infoimation on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy and of facilitating contacts between sci<»nt;«ts, the
number o* such meetings has greatly increased in recent years. A.* a result
there appears to have beexi some unnecessary duplication of diacus&ioris and
overlapping of topic?, and it has become difficult for scientists iti Member
States to keep abreast of all meetirvgs and to arrange participatior in *tiose
of interest. It would, therefore, seem appropriate for »he Agency to take
the initiative in co-ordinating conferences and symposia on the peaceful uses
of atomic energy sponsored by other international organizations and to
disseminate information on the most important conferences ai-u symposia
convened by national or regional organizations.

65. The Agency's special position will also aiake it appropriate for «t to
participate in the second International Conference en the Peaceful i'ses of
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Atomic Energj to 'be held In September 1958 ami possibly to convene such
conferences of l» is kind is u<a-» subsequently be held.

In the light <// r'tese considerations, ihe Preparatory Commission recom-
mends* the foUou'iflg programme:

66. Public infonnation.
\a) The Agency should make arrangements at its headquarters for sup-

plying information on its activities to the public.
(6) The .Agency should publish a periodical bulletin of a general char-

acter, It should consider the question of publishing this bulletin in lan-
guages other than the official languages.

67. Scientific and technical information. The Agency should have a sci*»n-
tific and technical information service which should:

(a) Maintain and index as complete a collection as possible of new
abstracts of scientific articles on the peace! ul uses of atomic energy pub-
lished throughout the world, regularly circulate to its Members a list in the
official languages of new abstracts received, and provide, en request, trans-
lations of such abstracts in specified fields in any of the cfficial languages;

(6) Indicate to Member States sources of abstracts and of new scientific
abstracting journals;

(c) Request Members to supply, without charge to the Agency, at leas*
one copy of published official scientific papers and, where possible, copies
of the relevant abstracts, produced in their countries covering t^e field of
peaceful uses of atomic energy, and request universities and other institu-
tions to supply copies of similar papers whenever possible :

(d) Maintain a bibliographical and reference service foi Member Stales
on peaceful uses oi atomic energy, covering scientific paperc received, and
in particular providing as comprehensive a coverage as possible of official
and semi-official publications, a ad regularlv circulrte to Members a list in
the official languages of the titles and sources of such publications;

(e) Encourage the development and sCandardi/ution of technical and
scientific terminology of atomic energy in the various languages;

(/) Publish from time to time, on a selective basis, specialized report:
covering research carried out under the auspices of the Agency, other project
reports and the proceedings of sympocia or expert conferences convened
byi t j

(g) Maintain a technical reference library on peaceful uses of atomic
energy at the headquarters of the Agency;

(h) Maintain a register of films and exhibits on the peaceful uses of
atomic energy;

(i) Maintain active Mais^n with its Members to fnrlher the above objec-
tives and to encouragv the exchange of scientific information on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy; and

(/") S'udy the question of establishing a system of coupons to overcome
any difficulty a Member State may have ir* expediiicufly obtaining
exchange to puichaoe pubKcationc in ?.ny other Men:L«jr States.
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68. Conferences. The Agency should prepare a proMamtce of confer-
ences on various aspects of peaceful uses of atomic fntM'p /both to promote
the exchange of information and to facilitate <'ers?on,;l contact* between
scientists. It should from the start maintain a register <>f international and.
where appropriate, national conferences dealing with ih-* peaceful uses of
atomic energy. The Agency should pc.rti« ipate to «n Hj^ropriate extent in
the organization of the Second Internaiional Ccnfeivnre on *he Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy to be held in Soptcirber 190;;. It should consider
whether subsequent conferences of this kind, if held, should be convened
by the Agency itself.

EXCHANGE AND TRAINING or SCIENTISTS AND EXPEKTS
69. Under Article III.A.4 of the Statute the Agency is authorized:

"To encourage the exchange and Lairing of M-tombls ard ex-
perts in the field of peaceful use? of atomic *»nergyw.

70. Assistance to Member States in respect of e-\rhanae atid training
should be a major activity of the Agency in its initial yvars. because of the
acute shortage of persons \vilh specialized training and qualifications in
nuclear technology for peaceful purposes, particular!) \\\ under-developed
areas of the world. This shortage is often a more S,TUWJ* limiting factor
to the development of atomic energy than inadequat !<•;< of funds or equip-
ment. Since the Agency's resources will necessarily ho limited, and in
order to co-ordinate its activities wiih those of other intouuitioaal organiza-
tions, it is desirable that as a general rule the Agency should give assistance
only in the field of specialized technical or scientific I ruining and exchange
in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. The exchange «,f scientists will be a
valuable complement to the exchange of information, .since it will promote
personal contacts between scientists and also permit the practical com-
parison of different scientific methods. For the purposes of ie-trahvng exist-
ing national specialists in new techniques for the utilisation of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes, the Agency should encourage the organiza-
tion of refresher courses in the scientific and edueatkmul institutions of ils
Members which are most advanced scientifically and l«vhnically.

71. In the first instance, many Member States wi l l require advisory
assistance in determining their exchange and training t«**»ds and in or-
ganizing or expanding their training programmes for uurlear scientists and
engineers as well as for specialized technicians.

72. Some time must inevitably elapse before any Vji«»nc> project bar-
developed to the point at which it can provide training t ufiHtiei' to Member
States. This fact and the sboitage of adequate training {\vciliti**s and quali-
fied instructors iu the le;-s de\ eloped Member States indicates th«3t their
needs could l«e me', most effectively in the initial period If Member Slates
more advanced in the peaceful ii^es of atomic energy uere fo open their
existing training facilities to other Members* to 'he "realOK e\*ent possible.

73. A number of Mc/rber States inay recj'iiie iinaurta' support on a
limited scale ir making arrnnaeraer.ts for the Uaiinn,* $»f ike.ir r^tlonals
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abroad. Suppoit couid be provided in various' ways, such as the grant
of fellowships by those Members that are advanced in *he peaceful uses of
atomic energy; ihs Agency may also consider the desirability of seeking
participalior in the IJniteJ Nations Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance. The Agency should in any event organize and help tr finance a
limited fellowship programme of its own.

74. In due course regional co-operation bet;i'pen Members to establish
jomt training centres could piovide & valuable supplement to other training
facilities. The organization of such regional training centres would require
co-ordination with other organizations engaged in similar activities in the
region concerned, and with the Agency's own reactor programme.

In the ligJit of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the following programme:

75. Advice to Member States and services of consultants. The Agency
should provide advice to its Members on their training programmes, includ-
ing advice on their requirements for staff and other pertinent mailers, and.
where necessary, should assist them in securing the services of the experts
or consultants required.

76. Survey of available facilities. The Agency should maintain an up-to-
date list of training institutions and facilities available in Member States.

77. Determination of requirements of under-developed countries. The
Agency should, at the request of a Member. «tudy its requirements for
trained personnel and should, as far as practicable, devise methods to n»eet
these requirements.

78. Methods of exchange and training. The Agency should assist Member
States, in accordance with their needs, to make arrangements whereby
scientific and technical personnel and students of one Member would have
access to instruction and facilities available in other Member States. This
assistance should include the provision of fellowships in the field of peace-
ful uses of atomic energy, and should take into account existing international
arrangements for technical assistance. In administering this fellowship and
exchange programme, the operating methods of the United Nations Ex
panded Programme of Technical Assistance may usefully be followed as
far as they are appropriate to the programmes of the Agency operated under
its own f uspices. The questior of participation in the Expanded Programme
should be considered by the Board of Governors at an early dcte. The
Agency should also, in co-cpeiation with other international organizations
concerned, such as UNESCO, assist its Members in the exchange of text-
books, training programmes and other educational materials.

79. Regional trailing facilities. The Agency should study the need for
establishing to-cp*»ratively financed regional training centres, bearing in
mind the particular requirements of the countries of the region, the avail-
ability of existing facilities and the need for co-ordination with organiza-
tions engaged in similar activities in ths region concerned. The Agency
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should, on the request of interested Member States, consider taking an
active pan in assisting thep> to pk<i, e&tablifh and/or operate such centre*..

SAFEGUARDS
80. Article III.A.5 of the Statute provides that the Agency is authorized:

''To establish and administer safeguards designed to ensure that
special fissionable and other materials, services, equipment, facilities,
and information made available by the Agency or at its request or
under its supervision or control are not used in sura a way ae to
further any military purpose; and to apply safeguards, at the request
of the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement, or. at tfw
request of a State, to any of that State's activities in the field of
atomic energy".

In connexion with its safeguards function, Article I1I.B.1 of the Statute
may be particularly relevant especially in relation to the policies of the
United Nations for furthering the establishment of safeguarded world-wide
disarmament. Article XII spells out in considerable detail the rights and
responsibilities which the Agency shall have with respect to Agency projects
or other arrangements where the Agency is requested by the parties con-
cerned to apply safeguards. Article IX.H. and I imposes certain require-
ments upon the Agency with respect to the storage, protection and verifica-
tion of materials, including special fissionable materials, in its possession.

81. The concept on which the Agency's safeguard system is based is that
of ensuring accountability for all source and special fissionable materials
involved in Agency projects. To ensure such accountability. th<5 Agency is
empowered to examine and approve to the relevant extent the design of
projects submitted to it, 10 call for pertinent information, to make inspec-
tions and to apply a combination of material accounting and physical
security measures. The criteria which the Agency is to apply in approving
designs are defined in the Statute, and the Statute makes it clear that safe-
guard procedures shall be adapted to the specific character of each indi-
vidual project and to the degree of potential rfek of material <!ivei-sion.

82. In the first year the tasks which the Agency will be required to carry
out in regard to safeguards are likely to be confined to the initial examini-
nation of the design of such projects as ave submitted to it The Agency
may also be involved In arrangements for the transport and storage of
cpecial fissionable materials and so'jrce materials and possibly, if requests
to this effect are iecci\ed from Member States during the first year, also in
Ae application of safeguards to bilateral and multilateral arrangements.
In order tc avoid any unnecessary delay which might prevent the Ageacy
from assisting Member States, it is essential that the Agency should be
prepared at an early date to discharge its statutory responsibilities.

83. The Agency should therefore from the start study and develop
appropriate nsp1he<i? and policies for the implementation of safeguaids.
As its activities expand, it will be necessary to develop safeguard procedures
and appropriate policies not only for the handling and stoiage of materials
and the initial aoproval of designs but also for the safeguarding of
materials in Agency projects and for the treatment of such materials after
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irradiation. The Agency should bear in. mind thai: the nature of inspec-
tion required to ensuiu observance of safeguards is such that it may •«
practice be combined to -om*> extent with procedures to ensure observance
of safety measures.

In the light of ihese considtrations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the following programme:

84. Implementation of the Statute. The Agency should, from the start,
study and develop appropriate methods and policies for the implementation
of the safeguards provisions of the Statute. In developing these methods and
policies, particular attention should be given to the following:

(a) The safeguard procedures should keep pace with the development
«>f the Agency's activities, starting with problems related to the transport
and storage of source and special fissionable materials and extending to the
use of these materials in Agency-sponsored projects and to their subsequent
treatment;

(fe) The safeguard procedures should be adapted to the specific character
of each individual project and the degree of potential risk of material
diversion. The safeguard* should ensure adequate accountability in accord-
ance with the statutory provisions, including both physical security and
material accountability measures to the extent required; and

(f) The Agency should make studies and examine work already done
with respect to safeguards by various national and international organi*
rations.

85. Association of safeguards ivith healt'i and safety. Where possible, it
would be convenient in practice to associate inspection under the safeguards
functions wirh inspection under the health and safely functions of the
Agency.

HEALTH AND SAFETY AV> WASTE DISPOSAL

86. Article III.A.6 of the Statute provides that tlie Agency is authorized:
"To establish or adopt, in consulta*ion and, vrber-" appropriate, in

collaboration with the competent organs of the United Nation? and
with the specialized agencies concerned, standards of &?£cty for pro-
tection of health and minimi'auos of dang-r to life and property
(including such standards for labour conditions;, and to provide for

.the application of thesi standards to Us own operations as yell as
to the operations making use of materials, services, equipment, fault-
lieb, aud information made available by th* 4gency or at its requesi
or under its control or supervision; and to piovide for the application
of thvse standards., at the requesi of the parties to operations under
any bilateral or multilateral artangement, or, at the request of a
S*atc, to any of that State's activities in the fi. M «f atomic energy".

87. Article XI.O of the Staiut? requires that, before approving * project
.submitted u it, the Board of Governors shall give due consideration to the
"adequacy of proposed health and safety standard." for h?ndliug and storing
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materials and for operating facilities", and Article Xl.F.2 provides that the
agreement to by entered into Ly the Agency with the Member or proup of
Members suomitting a project which has been approved by the Agency.
shall inrhuie provisions wUich will ensure that any physical transfer of
6ssicnab!e material* ^.ili be done rn such a way as to meet applicable health
and safety standards.

88. In Article XII the rights aad responsibilities of the Agency with
respect to its projects and to arrangements to which it is requested to apply
safeguards are specified. To the extent relevant to the project or arrange-
ment in question, Article XII.A.1 provides that the Agency shall examine
the design and approve it only if it complies with applicable health and
safety standards. Article XI1.A.2 piovides that the Agency may require the
observance of any health and safety measures preset ibed by the Agency,
and Article XII.A.6 provides that the Agency's inspectors shall be entitled
to "determine whether there is compliance . . . with the health and scfety
measures referred to in sub-paragraph A.2 of this article, and with any
other conditions prescribed in the agreement between the Agency a^d the
State or States concerned". Article XII.B further provides that the Agency's
staff of inspectors "shall have the responsibility of examining all operations
conducted by the Agency itself to determine whether the Agency is com-
plying with the health and safety measures prescribed by it for application
to projects subject to its approval, supervision or control".

89. In considering the Agency's activities in the fieid of health and
safety, it should be borne in mind that there are three essential aspects of
health protection in nuclear facilities. Firstly, standards of maximum per-
missible radiation exposure must be established as a basis for all safety
regulations and procedures. In establishing or adopting such standards the
Agency may wish to give careful consideration to the work of the Inter-
national Commission on Radiological Protection which has evolved stand-
ards which enjoy w.'de recognition. Secondly, on the basis of maximum
exposure standards, operating regulations must be established and codes of
design musi be evolved to protect the health and safety of worker* in
nuclear facilities. In this connexion the Agency may wish to take account
of the work done by the International Labour Organisation regarding nealth
and safely standards for the industrial use of X-rays anj radioactive sub-
stances. Thirdly, the siting of an atomic energy facility must be such as to
minimize the danger to health and safei/ of persons and property in the
environment or vicinity. The potential hazards can !»e evaluated onlv in
relation to each facility and it is not at present possible to formulate criteria
or recommendations of general validity. It will be essentially within the
Agency's competence to undertake and co-ordinate international activities
in this field.

90. The fact that many Member Slates are in the process of studying
or preparing legislation on the health and safety aspects of nuclear tech-
nology raakts it important that the Agency should as soon as possible adopt
or establish standards which might be used as a guide by governments
and thus exeiei.se a harmonizing influence,
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91. In addition to i*s statutory task of establishing or adopting health
and safety standards for operations in which it i? involved, there aie certain
specific problems which the Agency could usefully begin to study in ils
first year and a number of services which it could provide to its Member?.

92. Attention has already been drawn in paragraph 35 to the need for
uniform standard? and procedures to ensure safe and expeditious interna-
tional transport of radioactive materials and to facilitate acceptance of
such materials by sea and air carriers. The Agency could also begin the
study of problems posed by the disposal of radioactive wastes at sea and on
land and the discharge of radioactive effluents into streams* anU the atmos-
phere. These problems arise at present only in certain States or within
limited areas but they will increase with the development and spread of
nuclear power, and international co-operation will be essential to minimize
contamination. Problems of waste disposal will also vary according to local
circumstances and may be more acuie in certain States which do not have
access to the sea.

93. The Agency may wish to take steps to ensure comparable chemical
and radiometric procedures in the health and safety field. For this purpose
the Agency might provide samples and services of the type described in
paragraph 34.

94. Member States have only recently begun to consider questions of
legal liability and insurance posed by the establishment of nuclear facilities.
The disposal of radioactive wastes may also give rise to international legal
questions. The Agency could provide a useful service by offering oppor-
tunities for the discussion of these problems.

In the light of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission reconi'
mends the following programme:

95. Evaluation of projects. The Agency should evaluate in detail the
specific hazards of each project submitted to it and should make recom-
mendations on siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance in
accordance with the provisions of Articles XI.E.3 and XII.A.1 of the
Statute.

96. Application of standards. The Agency should, as &oon as possible,
establish or adopt standards of safely and health for operations under its
auspices in accordance with Article IiI.A.6 of the Statute.

97. Co-ordination. The Agency should, at an early date, take the initia-
tive in the international co-ordination of the activities of all bodies con-
cerned with health and safety hazards in the field of peaceful uses of
atomic energy and should e*iccurag«j the co-ordinaticn of international
research with a view to promoting a better understanding of radiological
and other hazards and the means for their control.

98. Transport of radioactive materials. The Agency should undertake
studies with a view *o the establishment of regulations relating Ic the Inter-
national transportation of radioactive materials. In part:cubr the Agency
sLould obtain information on, and consider the formulation '.f regulations
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governing the interralronal transport of fadioa"tiy*> * materials and the in-
ternational transport of radioactive waste.

99. W'0sfe disposal. The Agency should undeitake «tudies of and con-
sider the formulation of regulations governing:

(a) Waste disposal at sea and elsewhere, having regard to the epeciftc
requirements of and conditions in individual Member States, such as dis-
tance from the sea and lack of access to the sea; and

(b) Discharge of effluents in streams and in the atmosphere. The Agency
should ensure the adoption of standards for waste disposal in projects
assisted by it ana should apply such standards to its own facilities. It
should, on request, make arrangements for carrying out *asks related to
waste disposal such as the monitoring of soils, watei and foods, and the
analysis of waste.

100. Legal problems. The Agency should afford an opportunity for the
consideration of international action with respect to legal liability, insur-
ance and international legal aspects of waste disposal.

ACQUISHION OF FACILITIES, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

101. Article III.A.7 provides that the Agency is authorized:
"to acquire or establish any facilities, plant and equipment useful

in carrying out its authorized functions, whenever the facilities, plant
and equipment otherwise available to it in the area concerned are
inadequate or available only on terms it deems unsatisfactory."

In addition, Article IX.I provides:
"The Agency shall ar soon as practicable establish or acquire such

o{ the followirg as may be necessary:
"1. PJant, equipment, and facilities for the receipt storage, and

issue of materials
u

"4. Control laboratories for the analysis and verification of mate-
rials received;".

102. Jn so far as the^c provisions relate to the Agency's needs for stor-
age facilities for special fissionable cr source materials, it would be pre-
mature at thi* stage to make definite proposals regarding the timing of
the steps the Agency will have to take to give eifecl to them.

10S. The Agency will require laboratory facilities not only to fulfil its
obligations to analyse and verify special fissionable anJ source materials,
but also to support the execution of its statutory function* connected with
health and safety anu waste disposal. At the start of its operations the only
course cpen to the Agenry .vill be to contract out all its laboratory work,
but the nature of some ut this work v/ill make it desirable for the Agency
to carry it out In its o»vn facilities. The question of v\hetl.e: to acquire or
establish its own service laboratory will be one fo/ the Agency to con-
sider at an early dale. I:; Cviisideiing the matter the Agency should also
take into account ihe extent o* its ne«»ds for laboralcrv facilities to sup-
port Its recear^h piogrammes. In anv eveni it would seem advisable to
make such provision for laboratory iaeil»ts*« in the financial recomnienda-
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tions for the Agency's first year as would avoid any delay in acquisition
or construction, should it be decided that such facilities are in fact required.

In the light of these considerations, the Preparatory Commission recom-
mends the following programme:

104. Laboratory facilities. The Agency should examine at an early date
the need for the establishment of laboratory facilities at its headquarters,
taking into account:

(a) The Agency's needs for laboratory work in support of its statutory
functions including those functions relating to health and safety and safe-
guards;

(b) The Agency's needs for service laboratory facilities and laboratory
facilities in connexion with general problems of research; and

* (c) The cost of such facilities and of maintaining a laboratory, the staff
which would be required to operate such facilities and also the comparable
cost of contracting out research.

After such an examination, the Agency should decide its future policy
and either proceed forthwith with the establishment of laboratory facilities,
or continue to contract out its requirements for laboratory work, or combine
both methods.
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C H A P T E R II

STAFF ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE AGENCY

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
105. As a starting 'point for the determination of the staff requirements

of the Agency the Commission endeavoured to ascertain the size and com-
position of the technical staff required to implement the programme rec-
ommended in Chapter I of this report. Upon this basis an assessment was
made of the staff required to provide administrative services for the tech-
nical programme and for meetings of the General Conference and the
Board of Governors. The Commission considers that while the technical
staff is likely to expand in subsequent years, the scope and volume of the
administrative work of the Agency is not likely to .grow at the same rate;
thus the expansion of the technical operations of the Agency is not likely
to require a proportionate increase in the administrative staff.

106. In addition to the technical and administrative staff, provision is
made-for an Executive Office of the Director General, a Legal Division, an
Economic and Technical Assistance Division and an Inspection Unit. In
determining the size and composition of the Executive Office of the Director
General it has been assumed that the' Board of Governors will meet fre-
quently; account has also been taken of the need to maintain close liaison
with Member States and with the United Nations, and of the necessity for
co-ordination of the Agency's activities with those of other international
organizations. The recommendations concerning the Legal Division reflect
the fact that the Agency will, from the start, require competent legal advice
and that in particular, the conclusion of agreements with Member States
for the .provision of materials, services, equipment and facilities will involve
the preparation of special legal instruments in a field in which there is little
international experience or precedent. The Agency will also need an Eco-
nomic and Technical Assistance Division to undertake general economic
evaluation of its technical projects and'to ensure that the Agency keeps
abreast of the relatively rapid development of and change in economic
factors affecting the production of nuclear power as well as of studies made
by other organizations primarily concerned with economic questions.

107. As a 'general guide to the grading of posts, the Preparatory Com-
mission recommends the adoption by the Agency of the United Nations
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salary scales and system of classification as uporov^d by the General
Assembly in 1956. This question as wit a« thai jf conditions of service
is dealt with again :n Chapter III.

108. The recommendations are intended to provide for a cadie of «.laff
which wil! be expanded in subsequent years a" the activities of the A^en^y
develop; this is particularly true of the technical staff which is discussed
in more detail helo»,. Inasmuch as the initial staff will have tc assume
important planning functions and set the course for future activities of the
Agency, it is relatively highly graded, despite the fact that some of the units
in the staff structure will be smals for the first >ear. This should ensure
that it will be possible to recruit senior personnel of a high standard of
competence. The Heads of Divisions are shown at the Director level, that
is to say, their posts may be eilher D-l or D-2 on the United Nations scale.
The actual grading of individual officials in these and other posts will de-
pend upon ihe experience and personal qualifications of the candidates that
can be secured. For budgetary purposes, an arbitrary average salary has
been assumed for the Directors' po?-ts.

109. The staff structure of the Agency and the &ize and composition of
individual divisions will doubtless have to be adjusted as the operational
needs of the Agency develop. Wide discretion should therefore be allowed
to the directing authorities of the Agency to adjust the structure of the
Agency and to make appropriate transfer* from one unit to another, and
the suggested allocation of staff to individual divisions must be regarded
as little more than a tentative initial guide, in particular the general service
staff should be considered as interchangeable between divisions. The total
estimates of staff and numbers of posts recommended in each grade are.
however, considered to give a reasonably sound indication of the estab-
lishment as a whole and thus to provide an adequate basis fur estimating
the total staff costs of the Agency in its first year.

TECHNICAL STAFF
110. In its recommendations concerning the administrative staff of the

organization, the Preparatory Commission has been guided to a certain
extent by the precedents of ether international organizations from which
the Agency will not differ fundamentally hi administrative organization.
The Agency's technical organization will, however, be unique and the
Commission's recommendations are therefore explained wore fullv in the
paragraphs that follow.

111. After careful study the Preparatory Commission has come to the
conclusion that the Agency's initial programme can be implemented most
effectively by establishing a separate division or unit to carry out each
major function set forth as a section heading in Chapter I. No separate
division is, however, pioviued for the acquisition b> uif <\gency of facili-
ties, plant and equipment. Since the only item under thi.« heading which
the Agency may acquire in the first year would consisf^ of laborfaioiy facili-
ties, it ha? been provided that these should be a responsibility of the Divi-
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slop of Research. Research Contracts and Laboratories. In certain cases,
moreover, one or mere of the programme recommendation^ set forth under
a section heading in Chapter ! can be carried out more effectively by a tech-
nical or administrative unit other than that which corresponds with the sec-
tion heading. In such cases an appropriate cross reference has been made
as a note to the relevant staff proposal.

112. While all technical divisions should work in close collaboration
with each other, the responsibilities of the Division of Reseatch, Research
Contracts and Laboratories, the Division of Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation and the Division oi Technical Supplies are particularly ^losely
related to those of several other divisions. Thus for example, the respon-
sibilities of the Division of Research, Research Contracts and Laboratories
will be those of co-ordinating the assistance which the Agency will give
to meet the nuclear research needs of Member States and of co-ordinating
research work of the Agency itself. Since requests for research assistance
are likely to relate in most cases to the specific work of one or other of the
technical divisions, the Division of Research, Research Contracts and Lab-
oratories would normally look, in the first place, to the division concerned
for specialist advice on the request. A convenient means of ensuring close
co-ordination of the technical work of the Agency would be the establish-
ment of a secretariat committee consisting of the heads of the divisions
concerned.

113. The size of the staff recommended for each division for the first
year should not be regarded as an indication of the ultimate scope and
importance of the work of that division. This consideration applies par-
ticularly to the Division of Reactors, of which the work in the initial
period will be largely of a preparatory character.

114. It is expected that the professional staff for the technical pro-
gramme will consist for the most part of officials with scientific, engineer-
ing or other technical qualifications who have had general experience in
their fields and who are also acquainted with the type of administrative
and organizational questions with which the Agency will deal. The quali-
fications and experience required wiil, hovever, vary for each post. In
certain posts it may be appropriate to employ persons who&e training is
administrative rather than technical; in others a high degree of scientific
or technical qualifications may be required. It is moreover envisaged that
a proportion of the posts in the technical divisions vill be filled by scien-
tists and technicians on fixed term secondment with a view to tnsuring
that the technical staff of the Agency remains ir close and continuous con-
tact with scientific wcrk being carried out in Member States.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ADVICE
115. The Agency will be required to piovide Member States witli assist-

ance on a great diversity of scientific ana technical matters. For this reason
and to ensure that it fcesps pace »vitL the rapid evolution of peaceful Ducksr
technology, the Agency should be able to Call upou scientific aiu\ technical»
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assistance and advice trom external sources. Tn addition to securing the
services of individual consultants to carry oiu specific taski. die Preparatory
Commission rom-iders that the Agency »nay require from lime to time
scientific advice on its plans and work. Such assistance could be secured,
for instance, by the establishment of a standing scientific advisor) rooucil
composed of nuclear scientists of international eminence serving in tb^ir
individual capacity and net as representatives of their governments, and
meeting periodically to provide advice on the Agency's technical pro-
gramme. Another arrangement would be to convene, whenever the need
arose, ad hoc panels of specialists to provide scientific advice on particular
aspects of the Agency's programme. The Preparatory Commission con-
siders that tliese and other methods of securing external scientific advice
on the Agency's programmes should be carefully considered at an early
date by the directing authorities of the Agency.

STAFF STRUCTURE
116. In the light of these considerations the Preparatory Commission

recommends the staff establishment for the Agency set forth in paragraphs
117 to 159 below.

Executive Office of the Director General
117. General responsibilities:
To assist the Director Genera! in the discharge of his functions;
To serve all meetings of the General Conference and of the Board of

Governors;
To maintain liaison with Member States and international organizations,

including non-governmental organizations: and
To carry out the Agency's public information programme and to main-

tain Jiaisor* with information media and the public.
118. Staff:

No. Post Intel . Notes
1 Executive Assistant to the Director-

General
1 P-3 Assistant
2 G.S.
1 P-5 Secretariat of the Genera! Conference
2 P-4 and Board of Governors
1 P-2
4 G,S.
1 D-l External liaison and protocol
J P-4
2 O.S.
1 D-l Liaison at United Nation s Headquarters
1 P-3
2 G.S.
1 P-5 Public relation* *nd editing «f u non-
1 P-3 technical bulletin
2 G.S.

24 (i2 Professional; 12 General Service) *



Legal Dii ision
. General responsibilities:

To advise the Director General on legal questions, to prepare draft treaty
instruments, agreements, contracts and regulations and to imdertake other
legal work and "studies requiied by the Agency.

120. Staff:
No Post leeet Note*
1 Director Level Head of Division
1 P-5
1 P-4
i P-3
4 G.S.

8 (4 Professional; 4 General Service)

Economic and Technical Assistance Division,
121. General responsibilities:
To provide the Director General with economic and financial advice in

connexion with the Agency's technical operations and technical assistance
programmes;

To undertake general economic evaluation of projects;
To undertake studies relating to the economic aspects of nuclear develop-

ment, including the collection of relevant information and statistics; and
To assist in making arrangements to secure external financing for Agency

projects.
122. Staff:

No. Port tenet Nolet
1 Dirsetoi Level Head of Division
2 P-5
1 P-4 Economists, statisticians
3 P-3 and financial experts
7 G.S.

14 (7 Professional; 7 General Service)

123. Note. Either the Head of 'lie Division i>r a senior economist should
be specially qushfied to preside expert services in connexion with the
financing of projects.

Inspection unit
124. General responsibilities:
To plan foi the implementation of safeguards and health and safety

standards.
125. Staff:

No. Pott tew* ?'<ilet
1 i/irtctor Level Head of Division
1 F-5
2 P-4 Scientific inspectors
2 G.S.

•••— «
6 (4 Professional. 2 General Service)
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Division of Research, Research Contracts and Laboratories

126. General responsibilities:
To assist Member States in determining their needs foi research and In

establishing or developing their national research prosiarmpe? for the
peaceful uses of atomic energy:

To collect and disseminate information on research into the peaceful
uses of atomic energy;

To make research contracts with outside organizations; and
To operate such laboratory facilities as the Agency may decide to set up.

127. Staff:
No. Post level Notes
1 Director Level Head of Division: Familiarity

with the broad field of
peaceful nuclear research

6 P-5/P-3 Knowledge of the major
peaceful nuclear research
fields

4 G.S.

11 (7 Professional; 4 General Service)

128. Note. The functions of this Division will be closely interrelated
with those of several other technical divisions—see paragraph 132.

Division of Isotopes
129. General responsibilities:
To collect and disseminate information on radioisotopes and radiation

sources;
To provide Member States with technical assistance to promote the use

of radioisotopes and radiation sources; and
To promote standardization of measurements related to the use of

isotopes.

130. Staff:
No. Post level Notes
1 Directoi Level IlcaJ of Division: Diversified knowledge

of isotope applications
9 P-5 Knowledge of the principal u?es of radio-

isotopes, e.g,, in industry, medicine
and health, biology, genetics and radio-
chemistry. At least one official should
be a specialist in instrumentation

7 G.S.

17 (10 Professional; 7 General Service)

13J. Note. Th's Division wit; aasisi; the Dhision of Health and Safety
ard Waste Dis-posa' ir» undertaking studies relating to the international
transport of radioactive materials.



Division of Reactors
132. General responsibilities:
To piovide advice and assistance to Member States in connexion with

their reactor program/sec;
To evaluate technically applications from Member Steles for reactor

projects;
To encourage a special programme of reactor building; and
To collect and disseminate information on reactor design and technology.
J33. Staff:

No. Post level Notes
1 Director Level Head of Division: General knowledge of

the technology and economics of dif-
ferent types of reactors

5 P-5 Specialists in neutron!cs, the chemical
physics of reactors, the technology of
reactor materials, reactor instrumen-
tation and the industrial problems of
reactor construction

4 P-2 Industrial draftsmen and computers
4 G.S.

14 (10 Professional; 4 General Service)

134. Note. The economic evaluation of reactoi projects and the collec-
tion and dissemination of information on the economic aspects of nuclear
power will be primarily the responsibility of the Economic and Technical
Assistance Division, which will also be closely associated «rith the Agency's
work in connexion with a special programme of reactor building. Arrange-
ments for training and rearior and Irradiation facilities made available by
Member States will be a joint responsibility of the Division of Exchange
and Training of Scientists and Technicians and the Division of Reactors.

Division of Seieiitific and Technical information
135. General responsibilities:
To collect, disseminate and generally promote the exchange of technical

information on the peaceful uses of atomic energy, and to maintain liaison
with Member States concerning the exchange of infoimation;

To organize and co-ordinate conferences and symposia on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy;

To edit and publish special scientific reports on the proceedings of con-
ferences and symposia: and

To organize and maintain a scientific reference library.
136. Staff:

No. Pc-t level Note*
1 Birecco*Le%el Head of Division
1 G.S.

Library arut Abstracts Unit
1 P-5 Head of Unit: Lil*arian
2 F-3 Assistant librarians
6 " P-4 Specialists in scientific abstracting

and scientific translating
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fro. Pott fetwf
16 G.S.

General hformaticn, Cn'ifa?nce wd Editorial Unit
2 P-5
3 P-4
2 P-3
7 G.S.

41 (17 Professional; 2-i General Service)

137. Note. The functions of this Division will be closely interrelated
•.vitlt those of several other divisions—see pai agraph } 12. The Division of
Scientific and Technical Information will also assist the Executive Office
in carrying out the Agency's public information programme. The Division
of Language and Conference Services would provide assistance in the or-
ganization and co-ordination of conferences and svmposia.

Division of Exchange and Training of Scientists and Experts
138. General responsibilities:
To assist Member States in establishing or developing training pro-

grammes for the peaceful uses of atomic energy;
To arrange for the exchange of scientific and technical personnel be-

tween Member States;
To establish and direct the Agency's fellowship programme; and
To study the need for establishing co-operative regional training centres.
139. Staff:

No. Pott level Notes
1 Director Level Head of Division: Scientist vrith vide ex-

perience in the organisation of -scien-
tific and technical training

Exchange Unit
1 P-5 Scientists familiar with the atom?», energy
2 P-4 programme of various countries in

such subjects as nuclear physics,
chemistry and radio-chemistry, pngi-
neering aad m»>talh;rgy

Training Unit
1 P-5 Sc«eatists with knowledge of organization
3 P-4 cf atc;nio energ/ training programmes
1 P-3 in various countries
9 G.S.

18 (9 Piofesaional; 0 Csnera! Service)

140. Note. Administrative and financial arrangements for the Ageuc}'*
exchange and training end fellowship programmes \\iil Le a responsibility
of the Division of Personnel.

Division of Safeguards
141. Genet al reSf,on$ibitiiies:
To develop the safeguards methods and policies of the Agei«o> includ-

ing procedures for accountability, storage and inspection .f and
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ffo undertake research to furthej the methodology e? safeguards and
encourage such research in Member States.

142. Staff:
No, Pott /««! Nrtr*

1 Director Level Head of Division
2 P-5 Scientists with specialized knowledge of
2 P-4 reactor construction, fabrication of
3 ?-3 fuel elements, chemical processing of

irradiated fuels, et<«.
4 G.S.

12 (8 Professional; 4 General Service)

143. Note. This Division will work in close collaboration with the Inspec-
tion Unit.

Division of Health and Safety and Waste Disposal
144. General responsibilities:
To formulate standards of health and safety for operations under the

Agency's auspices and to evaluate the specific hazards of each project sub-
mitted to the Agency;

To undertake studies relating to the international transport of radioactive
materials ;

To undertake the Agency's activities and fuither research in connexion
with health and safety and waste disposal : and

To co-ordinate international work in the establishment of standards for
health and safety.

J45.
No. Post level Notes
1 Director Level Head of Division: Scientist with Lroad

experience of radiological health and
safety problems

2 P-5 Scientists wuh specialized knowledge of
1 P-4 radiological health and safety prob-
2 P-3 lems, standards and proceour^s
1 P-5 Scientist with specialized knowledge of

waste disposal
1 P-4 __ Specialist in the transport of radioactive

materials
5 G.S.

13 (8 Professional, 5 G«nersJ Service)

146. hoie. The Division of Isotopes will be associated with this Division
in studies relating to the international transport of rud'oaativ? materials,

Division of Technical Supplies
147. General responsibilities:
To advise the Director General on financial and pxrcure»nem ques-

tions in connexion with material, equipment, facilities and services made
available to the Agency, *
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To arrange for the receipt from and supply to Member States or mate-
rials, equipment, facilities* and services made available tf> the Agency: and

To provide information aim advice to Memher States in connexion »viih
the supply of materials, equipment, facilities and service?.

148. Staff:
Ar'o. rosl lev* ,\ote*
1 Director Level Head of Division: Scientific admini«tra-

tor familiar, in particular, with ques-
tions of procurement and supply of
fissionable materials

2 F-3/F-5
3 G.S.

6 (3 Professional; 3 General Service)

149. Note. The functions of this Division will be closely interrelated
with thos^ of several other divisions—see paragraph 112.

Division of Budget and Finance
150. General responsibilities:
To provide budgetary and financial services for the Agency in relation

to both administrative expenses and receipts and to expenses and receipts
under Article XIV.B.2 of the Statute.

151. Staff:
No, Pontkoel Note*
1 Director Level Head of Division
2 G.S.

Budget Unit
1 " P-5 Preparation of budget estimates, prori-
1 P-3 sion of advice on financial Implications

of Agency programmes and on financial
questions affecting the «taff.

2 G.S.
Finance and Accm»it$ Unit

1 P-5 Collection, control and disbursement of
1 _ . P-4 funds'and preparation of accounts
I P-3
1 P-3 Accountants, receiving and disuursement
2 P-2 officers and administrative assistants
1 P.I
8 G.S.

22 (10 Professional; 1? General Service)

Office of Internal Audit
152. General responsibilities:
To provide internal audit for the Agency.
153. Staff:

No. P->ii level Nott»
I P-5 Chief Auditor
1 ?.l
1 G.S.

3 (2 Professional; 1 General Service)
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Division of Personnel
154. General responsibilities:
To carry out the personnel policy of the Agtncy. The Division of Per-

sonnel will also be responsible for personnel aspects of the Agency's pro-
giamme for the exchange and training of scientists and experts.

155. Staff:
No. P*t kvl Notes
1 Director Level Head of Division
1 P-5
2 P-3
4 G.S.

Experts and Fellowship Unit
1 P.4
1 P-2
2 G.S.

Health Servir»
1 P-5 Doctor
2 G.S. Nurses

15 (7 Professional; 8 General Service)

Division of Language and Conference Services
156. General responsibilities:
To provide the language, documents and conference services required by

the Agency.
157. Staff:

No. Post Intel Notes
1 " P-5 Head of Division
1 P-l ' "Work priorities, docu-

ments control, etc.
2 G.S.

Language Services
1 P-4 He?d of Language Service

32 P-4/P-3 luteipreteis, translators,
precis-writers, editor*

21 G.S.
Docuntcnte Reproduction atttt Distribution Unit

1 P-3
1 P-2

25 G.S.
Offset Uni. and Photograph)

4 G.S.
Printing aid Proofrrading Ui.it

1 P-3
1 P-2
4 G.S.

95 (39 Professional; 56 General Service)

Division of General Service*
158. Central resp^ntibitiiits:
To provide the genera! services required by the Agency, including pro*
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curement, transput U^ion. communications, registry, telecommunications
and buildings management.

159. Staff:
No. P?tl level Note*
1 P-S Head Ci Division
1 P-S
2 G.S.

Procurement and Travel
1 P-4
2 P-3
1 P-2
8 GS.

Buildings Management and Security
1 P-4
1 G.S.

Telecommunicaticns
1 P-2
1 G.S.

Guards
1 P-2
8 G.S.

Telephone Operators
6 G.S.

Communications and Registry
1 P-4
1 P-3/F-2
8 G.S.

Messengers and Drivers
6 G.S.

51 (11 Professional; -1C General Service)
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C H A P T E R I I C

THE BUDGET

FINANCIAL YEAR

160. The Agency's budget will normally cover one financial year ending
on 31 December. For the first budget, however, it is thought more appro-
priate to have a single budget covering the remaining months of 1957 as
well as 1958, and showing separately the expenses of the Preparatory
Commission and of the General Conference in 1957. The estimates which
follow therefore cover the period of the Preparatory Commission and of
the Agency until 31 December 1958.

GENERAL OUTLINE

161. The general outline of the budget, which has been prepared in con-
formity with Draft Provisional Finance Regulation 3.06, is &* follows;

_ US dollar*ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
A. Special Expenses (Preparatory Commission and General Conference

of 1957)............................... '.................... 024,000
B. Normal Expenses.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,465,000

4,089,000
C. Receipts............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .pro memoria

TOTAL 4,089.000
Working Capital Fund (see Chapter IV) ............................ 2,000,000

Assessment of Member States..................................... 6,089,000

OPERATING FUND (AGENCY PROJECTS)
Expenses and Receipts...........................................pro memoria

OPERATING FUND (PROJECTS FOR MEMBERS)
Expenses and Receipts.... ... ..................................pro memoria

GENERAL FUND
A. Expenses... .. .................................... ...... 250,000
B. Receipts.................................................. ,pto rnemora
Requested voluntary contributions. ................ r... r......... 250,000
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ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
CHARACTER OF TK^ ESTIMATES

162. The estimates are .lecessarily contingent upon a variety of factors
and in particular upon the decisions which mast be taken in due course
regarding the programme recommended in Chapter I and the staffing
proposals made In Chapter II. Isloreovcr, *vhiic it has been possible to
plan a programme in terms of recommended activities, it is impossible
to foresee accurately its full scope or rate of de\elupment. There will no
doubt be a desire to proceed expeditioasly. but experience has shown the
inadvisability of undertaking too rapid & recruitment of staff on the basis
of manning tables, before the woik to be done has fully developed.

163. The tentative nature of the attached estimates must therefore be
emphasized. They indicate the probable costs oi a workable structure,
staffed to deal with the likely workload in the first year. The Commission
considers that a first-rate nucleus of directing staff should be recruited as
soon as persons of the requisite calibre can be found; other staff, how-
ever, should be recruited only as and when the level of work so requires.
A saving of approximately 40 per cent of salaiies for delayed recruitment
is therefore reflected in the budget. To the greatest extent possible both
staff and posts must be transferable between divisions to achieve the
requisite flexibility. The first year of operation of the Agency will neces-
sarily be a year of exploration am] adaptation on the basis of which the
Agency should be able to arrive at a more accurate assessment of future
staff needs.

CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
164. As regards the conditions of service of tbe staff, the estimates

assume that in general the Agency will be able to use the clas«5fication
system and salary sraies of the United Nations, as approved by the Genet si
Assembly in 1956 afiei a thorough review by an expert inter-governmental
committee. Salaries of the professional staff in Vienna would initially be
set at the net base level.1 A cost of living survey should be conducted in
Vienna within a reasonable period. Secretarial and cleiieal staff would,
so far as practicable, be recruited in or near Vienna and paid on the basis
of best prevailing local rates, which will need to be surveyed;2 General
Service staff who could not, for language or other reasons, be found locally
would be paid an additional non-resident's allowance.

1 The base level «alary scale for each grade is the scale deemed appropriate for
international oScials in all United Nations organization* :>t relation to the cost of
living at Geneva on 1 Januaiy 1950 Where, at other offices t»r at different dates, the
relative c-sl of living index differs from the cost or living at Geneva on I January
1956, the act-ial s*1<i»ifc~ paid may be adjusted by non-penfionable "po»t adjustments".
United Nations pension entitlements are alway* related to base salary levels, bre«pes.-
five of the office where the official serves.

* For budgetary purposes, the average net salary (including, when applicable, non*
residents* aSowaact.) oi ^ach member o* the General i-emc* s'atf hai heen ta!v>Q
B« $2,000 annually.
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165. The Urated Nations salary system should riot, in general, give rise
to any difficulties for the A«xenc>. I* must be recognized however that the
salaries of scientific staff in the itoniic energy field vary widely in different
countries, and. in particular cases, it may be necessary to resort to special
measure? to obtain staff of the calibre required. Secondment, by vshif'h the
Agency would reimburse another employer for the actual salary, is one
such means; use of consultants is another.

FORM OF THE BUDGET

166. As regards the form of the administrative part of the budget, the
Preparatory Commission has used as a pattern the general outline of the
United Nations budget as revised by the General Assembly at its eleventh
session. Apart from the desirability of uniformity in the presentation of
budgets of international organizations, it appears that this form is well
suited for the administrative expenses of the Agency.

167. It will be noted that the budget covers the salaries of the secretariat
of the Agency as a whole. For purposes of Information, however, a synoptic
table is provided in footnote #3 to show the provisional strengths of the
staff units proposed in Chapter II of this report. At the present stage it
would be difficult to give a divisional breakdown of costs in the budget.
The distribution of common staff costs among the various units cannot be
predicted; moreover, a substantial part of the administrative costs, such
as those of the "housekeeping" services and the language services, are in
the nature of overhead costs for the technical divisions. Although it will
be interesting, eventually, to have information regarding the distribution
of such costs, it is not considered practicable at this stage to construct the
budget on a divisional cost basis.

168. The Commission's recommendations for financing the initial admin-
istrative expenses of the Agency are given in Chapter IV.

OTHER EXPENSES
169. The form of the budget for other expenses involves different con-

siderations. The Commission believes that it would be premature at this
stage to attempt to draw up a form of budget to cover such expenses, since
to home extent that form will depend upon the type and nature of the
projects to be financed.

170. Nevertheless, the Commission has, to ensure conformity with the
Draft Provisional Financial Regulations, drawn up separate parts of the
budget covering:

{«) Expenses which may I>e incurred under Article XIV.B.2 of the
Statute, in connexion with any materials, facilities, plant and equipment
acquired or established by the Agency in carrying out its authorized func-
tions (olher than those classified as administrative expenses);

(6) Expenses attributable to the provision of materials, services, etc.,
to Member States under Article XI of the Statute; and
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(c) Other expenses* such as may for example be contemplated under
Article XIV,F. of the Statute.

171. In the present circuipstanccs the parts of tiie budget referred to in
paragraph 170 (a) and « 6 > above are merely pro memoria. For that under
paragraph 170 (c). however, the Commission Las proposed ihe inclusion
of $250,000 for ? limited follow ship programme which, from the adminis-
trative point of view, could br- undertaken by the Agency during the course
of 1958 if funds were to be mad* available.

172. The scope of the Agenc>*s activities under this part of its budget
during the ftrst year vriil clearly depend upon the possibilities of obtain-
ing the necessary funds through charges, voluntary contributions or other
means. Methxido of financing such operaiions are discussed in Chapter IV.

BUDGET ESTIMATES
173. In die light of the foregoing considerations, the Preparatory Com-

mission has prepared the following budget estimates. The text of a draft
appropriation resolution for adoption by the General Conference is in-
cluded as Draft Resolution A in Annex 1.

ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
A. SPECIAL EXPENSES.

Expenses of the Preparatory Commission and of the
General Conference in 1957'....................., ..................................$624,000

The Preparatory Commission has appropriated this sum to cover its
expenses, estimated at $399,000, and those of the General Conference in
1957, estimated at $225,000. Statements showing expenditures up to 31
August 1957 and the method of financing will be submitted to the General
Conference. The estimated cost of the General Conference in 1957 takes
into account the anticipated contribution by the Government of Austria.

B. NORMAL EXPENSES
Parti
Section 1. Conferences: the second regular session

of the General Con/ercnce........................................................$300,000
The estimated cost of the second regular sesf ion of the General Conference

will, U is expected, be met entirely by the Agency, and an amount of £75.000
has accordingly been added to the estimate of $225,000 for the 1957 Confer-
ence, making a total of $300.000. This amount will not be sufficient to cover
the full conference costs, but the language and other staff of the Agency
w^li by then be available and the number of additional conference staff to
be recruited will be correspondingly smaller.

Section 2. $e:uinars and scientific meetings (including certain
co^ts for participants from, Member States).........................$200.000

Part II
Section 3. Salaries and wages.............................................. $ltlQO.f)QQ
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The cost in e full year of 'J\e net «alar>es of the proposed staff establish-
ment would be S 1.796.350. ctah-ibwed as shown belc.M

Number of
Posl Salarv

Director General and other senior directing staff:
Staft at Dhactor level (D-l and D-2) . . . . . . . . . j
Senior officers (P-5) . . .... . . .............
First officers (P-4) ..........................
Second officers (P-3) ..... ..................

TOTALS

10,000
-12,500

8,750
7,300
6,000
4,800
3,600
2,000

15
42
53
41
13
3

202

369

150,000
168,750
367,500
386,900
246,000
62,400
10,800

404,000

1,796,350

The distribution of the staff suggested in Chapter II of this report is sho*.vn
in footnote No. 3.
* Provisional table of distribution of staff" by unit

Posit
Director Level

Unit (D-2orD-1) P-5

Director General aad other
senior directing staff

Executive Office of the Direc-

Econonuc and Technical A?sist-

Division of Research, Research
Contracts and Laboratories.

Division of Isotopes. . .....

Division of Scientific and Tech-

Division of Exchange and
Training of Scientists and

Division of Health, Safety and

Division of Technical Supplies
Division of Budget and Fimnce
Office of Internal ^udit. . . .

Division of Languages and

Divi«ion of General ?»rv»ce<!. .

TOTALS

2
1

1
1

1
1̂

1

1
1

1
1
)

1

15

2
i

2
1

4
9
5

3

2
2

3
1
2
i
?

i
I

42

43

P-'I

3
1

1
2

9

5
2

2

1

1

23
3

53

P-3 P-2 P-1

3 1
1

3

2

1

4

i
3

2
1
3 2 1

1
9. 1

12 2 1
4 3

41 13 2
•

G.S.

12
4

<7

2

4
7
4

24

9/•

5
3

12
1
8

56
40

202



Owing to delayed recruitment it is estimated that the costs of salaries
and wages TvOl be * educed during the Agency's first year by some 40 per
cent, and that the actual expenditure under this section will be of the order
of SI.100,000,

Section 4. Temporary assistance, consultants and
contractual scientific $e, vices ................................... .............$390.000

Particularly in the early part of the life of the Agency, it is expected
that relatively large provision for temporary assistance, consultants and
contractual scientific services will be necessary.

Section 5. Travel of staff on official business.,............... .........$125,000
For obvious reasons, no accurate estimate can be made, but there will

clearly be a general need, in the organizational stages, for relatively fre-
quent journeys by members of the staff to establish contact with Govern-
ments, institutions and other organizations.

Section 6. Common staff costs ......................................................$500.000
This section covers such items as cost of travel of staff and dependant*, on

recruitment, cost of removal of household effects or alignment allowances
in lieu thereof, installation allowances, dependants* allowances, provident
fund or pension fund contributions. Dependants' allowances are likely to
be of the order of 5 per cent of the salaries paid. Pension contributions,
assuming that the staff participate in the United Nations pension scheme.
will cost 14 pei cent of salaries. At this stage, however, it would be im-
practicable to attempt a detailed estimate under each beading. United
Nations experience suggests that in the early yeais the total of such costs
may normally amount to about 30 per cent of net salaries. For the first
year this would require an appropriation of $300,000; however, this amount
must be increased considerably to provide for heavy expenses of tra\c1
upon initial recruitment, removal of household effects and installation
allowances, and a total of $500,000 is accordingly proposed. In future
years, the costs in terms of percentage of salaries should fall.

Section 7. Common service* and supplies....................................$440,000
It is not possible to foresee a* this stage what will be the cost of installing

the Secretariat at ihe headquarters of the Ag-ancy, particularly since the
site of the iieadquarters had not been decided upon ^-hea this estimate was
prepared. Although it is assumed that the Host Government will pay the
major costs of alterations on the site, certain further changes and remodel-
ing will probably be required.

Common services and supplies aLo include the costs of all the initial
office and reproduction supplies for ihe Secretariat. It will further include
telephone services, communication services, the services of office ^leaners.
etc.. which cannot be est;mated in detail at this stage. The provision of
$440.000 i» largely conjectural but piobaLly conservative for the initial
year. The permanent level of this expenditure should, however, be well
below this Sgure.
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Section 8. Permanent equipment ................................ .............$400,000
This is also an amount which cannot yet he estimated accurately. The

largest single item \vii! be ihe purchase of ^fiice furniture and equipment.
On the a«sumption that it \>ouM ro?l an average of $400 to $500 to buy
office equipment for each staff trenibei, the Agency would need approxi-
mately $200.000 foi such purchases. Secon»il>. provision must be luade
for books and periodicals. Hbran equipment, reproduction equipment,
simultaneous interpretation installations, calculators, transportation equip-
ment, typewriters, etc, for which a further $200,000 is included.

Funds 10 e«tablibh a laboratory would also be provided under this s«»c-
tion, should the Board of Governors decide some tune dunng the Agency's
first year to set up a laboratory.

Part III
Section 9. Hospitality ........ ................................................. ........$10,000

This provision has been included to cover group hospitality undertaken
by members of the Secretariat on behalf of the Agency and to provide
for reimbursement, with the approval of the Director General, of staff
members who do not receive representation allowances for hospitality ex-
penses incurred in the course of their official duties.

Part IV
Section 10. Contractual printing..................................................$100,000

This estimate can only be tentative until a publications programme for
the Agency has been prepared.

C. RECEIPTS
Income from the application of safeguards to bilateral

and multilateral arrangements1 .......................................pro memoria
Income from the handling and storage of special

fissionable materials ........................................................../>;o memoria
Miscellaneous income .................... .......................................pro memoria

4 It is assumed that during The first fin?ncia] year the level of activities in con-
nexion with the AgefVs work in impiemsnting safeguards, including their applica-
tion to any bilateral or multilateral arrangements, and in connexion with the Handling
and storage of special fissionable ^latcnals will not entail additional to«t. Article
XfV.C. of the Statute provides, ho.ve'.er, tbat such amounts as are rtco-verable Ly
the Agency under agreements regaidini; the application of safeguard to bilateral and
multilateral arrangements shall La credited to administrative expenses. Sinte the terms
of such agreements cannot be foreseen at this stage, a pro mernoiia entry only i«
made in the budget. Similarly in *erm» of Articl" XIV.L. of the statute the costs of
handling and storage of special fissionable materials which are furnished to Memiws
cf the Ageucv shall he reeoveiable. Since no estimate can yet be ni«?dt of ihe income
that may accrue t<* tr-e Agency irom this activity, a pro memoria entry i« also made
under this heading.
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RECAMWILATIOX OF EXPENSES AND KE.~

A. Special expenses:
Expenses of the Preparatory Commission and of the

General Conference in ^957 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624,000

B. Normal expenses:

Parti
Section 1. Conferences; tb« second regular session of

the General Conference ..... ...... . . 300,000
2. Seminars and scientific meetings. ......... 100,000

Port //
3. Salaries and wages .................. ... i, 100,001,
4. Temporary assistance, consultants and con-

tractual scientific services. ............. 390,000
5. Travel of staff on official business . . . . . . . . . 125.000
6. Common staff costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500,000
7. Common services and supplies ........ . 440.000
8. Permanent equipment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,000

Port ///
9. Representation and hospitality. . . ........ 10,000

Part IV
- 10. Contractual printing .................... 100,000 3,465. <X)0

TOTAL 4,089,000

C. Receipts ...................................................
Income ......................................... pro memoria

OPERATING FUND (AGENCY PROJECTS)
A. Expenses

Materials, facilities, plant and equipment acquired or
established by the Agency under Article XIV.B.2. of
the Statute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pro memoria

B. Receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . prc memoria

OPERATING FUND (PROJECTS JOR MEMBERS)
A. Expenses

Materials, services, equipment and facilities provided to
Member States under Articles XI arid XVLB.2. of the
Statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pro memoria

B. Receipts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f . . . . . . . . . . . ............ pro memo:ia

GENERAL FUND
A. Expense*

Cost of providing ICO fellowships ic Member States . . . 3250,000
B. Receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pio memnria
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C H A P T E R I V

FINANCING OF THE AGENCY

174. The Preparatory Commission's observations and recommendations
regarding the financing of the Agency distinguish between:

(a) The financing of administrative expenses \shich are to be met by
Members' contributions; and

(b) The financing of other expenses which are to be met from charges
to Members in accordance with Article XIV.E. of the Statute and/o»* from
voluntary contributions made in accordance with Article XIV.G. of the
Statute.

FINANCING OF ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
175. After the end of the General Confeience in 1957 the Agency will

have an immediate need for funds to:
(a) Repay the United Nations the monies borrowed to finance the Pre-

paratory Commission and the meetings of the General Conference in 1957
(estimated at $624.000 to the end of November 1957); and

(b) Finance Agency expenditures until such time as sufficient contribu-
tion* have been received from Member States to cover such expenses.

176. At the beginning of the second and subsequent financial years the
Agency will have to meet expenses during th^ first few months of the year
before sufficient contributions have been received to cover *hcm. The ex-
perience of other international organizations shows that there is invariably
some tune lag before the receipt of such contributions.

WORKING CAPITAL FUND
177. In order to solve the problem described in paragraph 176 and as

a step towards meeting the Agency's immediate financial needs, the Pre-
p&ratoiy Commission recemmercis that the first General Conference should
resolve to establish a Working Capital Fund foi th«» Agency. The experience
of other international organizations suggests that the size of the Fund
should amount to appioximately 50 per cent of the esiimitrd annual
administrative expenses of tus Agency; that i*-. about $2 rvrillioi. in the
first instance.
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178. It is recommended that this Fund shcuiu be Luilt up by advances
from all Members in US dollare or equivalent currencies in accordance with
Regulation 6.05 of the Draft Provisional Financini Regulations.1 and
that in accordance \\ith ihe practice of the United Nations and the spe-
cialized agencies the scale on ^vhich ad\ ances should be paid should be the
same as that appioved by ihe General Conference for contributions to the
annual budget. When changes are made in this scale, consequential adjust-
ments would be made to Members' advances to the Fund. Each advance
made by a Member would be carried to the credit of that Member.

179. The purposes for which the Working Capital Fund .nay fe used
should be defined by the General Conference in an annual resolution. The
major purpose would be to finance approved administrative expenses pend-
ing the receipt of contributions; and as contributions v,eie received the
Fund would be reimbursed.

INITIAL FINANCING
180. As nas been indicated in paragraph 175 ( a ) , the Agency will be

faced at the outset with a relatively large commitment to repay monies
borrowed from the United Nations. As has already been stated, the costs
of travel and installation during die initial recruitment of staff must be ex-
pected to be heavy during the first few months of the Agency; this is equally
true of expenditures on permanent equipment. It is also likely that, just as
there is normally some delay before the receipt of Members' contributions,
there may be some delay, unless special steps are taken, before advances
to the Working Capital Fund are received. The Agency may thus not be able
to look to the Fund as an adequate source of initial finance.

181. As there is no certainty that the Agency could secure a sufficiently
long-term loan from the United Nations and as there are indications that
the loan made to the Preparatory Commission may have to be repaid early
in 1958, the Preparatory Commission considers that borrowing fnmi the
United Nations would not be an appropriate method of meeting the Agency's
needs. In the circumstances, besides making every tffo»t to secure early
payment of all advances due to the Working Capital Fund (and *o collect
contributions), it may be necessary for the Agei'cy to raise additional ad-
vances from one or more Meiuber States against a pledge of repayment
from the Working Capital Fund as soon as adequate advances to the Fund
have been received.

182. The Preparatory Commission accordingly recommends the adoption
by the General Conference of Resolution B set forth in Annex I.

1 Regulation 6.05 ot ths Draft Provisional Financial Regulations reads as follows:
"Annual con'nb'*tions, and advances lo the Working Capital Fund of the Agency
shall be assessed and paid ii» US dollars, provided that payment of the whole or
part of these contributions and advances mav be made in such other currency or cur-
rencies a< the Director General, in consultation with the Board o* Governors, snail have
determined."
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FINANCING Ov OrfcER
183. The expenses provided for in Article XIV.B.2. of the Statute are ot

three types:
(a) Expenses incurred in connexion with Agency piojects, i.e., mate-

rials, facilities, plant and equipment acquired or established by the Agency
in carrying out its authorized functions;

(6) Expenses incurred in projects undertaken for the benefit of one or
a group of Member States, i.e.. expenses attributable to the provision of
materials, services, equipment or facilities, provided under agreements
with one or more Members: and

(c) Any other expenses which may be incurred pursuant to Article
XIV.F. of the Statute.
In accordance with the understanding reached at the Conference on the
Statute, it is not open to the Agency to exercise borrowing powers under
Article XIV.G. of the Statute except in certain circumstances.

184. The expenses leferred to in paragraph 183 (a) will be financed
from charges made to Member States for their use of Agency projects and
also, if the General Conference so decides, by transfers from the Genera!
Fund referred to in Article XIV.F. The kind and number of projects which
the Agency should itself undertake can be determined only after it has
acquired considerable operational experience ard no provision for such
projects can therefore be made in the first budget.

185. Expenses under paragraph 183 (b) will be normally financed
through charges to Member States in accordance with the scale of charges
foreseen in Article XIV.E. of the Statute, and the proceeds of such charges
will be placed in the Operating Fund which would be established in ac-
cordance with the Diaft Provisional Financial Regulations to pay for
materials, etc., supplied, it %vill clearly be undesirable for the Board of
Governors to make frequent or drastic changes in the scale of chaiges.
The Agency may as a result find at, times that its revenues are in excess of
its expenses and there may also be periods during which it incurs a deficit.
Article XIV.F. provides that snch excess revenues shall be transferred to the
General Fund. The procedure for meeting deficit* in the Operating Fund
is however, «ome\vhat different; Article XIV.E. and F. provide that the
Board of Governors may, but only with the approval of :he General Con-
ference, make transfers from the General Fund into the Operating Fund.
It is clear that these provisions might give rise to difficulties if they v.ere
interpreted to mean that excess revenues must automatically be transferred
to the General Fund at the end of a financial year during which exrcr,«
revenues were received, while no similarly automatic arrangement existed
for meeting c'efitits incurred during a financial year. The Preparatory Com-
mission recommends therefore ihat the Board of Governors should, a* ate
early stage, give careful consideration both to the establishment of a scale
of charges and to the principles of prudent management which would
govern transfers between the Operating Fund and the Central Fund. The
principles for fixing the charges are set out in the Statute a»>,d the Draft
Provisional Financial Regulations.
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]S6. The Agency'-; transactions to \,hich para^ra^h 183 (b) relates "-ill
have to some extent a commercial character and no realistic estimate < an
be made of thur numbM or size during the fir?' budgetary period. In sub-
sequent years however the Beard of Governors should be in a position to
include an estimate of the expected volume of such projects in the budget
submitted to the General Conference.

187. The expenses provided for under paragraph 183 (c) \vi l l be
financed directly from the General Fund which w i l l be built up by volun-
tary contributions from Member States and the excess of revenues referred
to above, [n paragraph 171 the Preparatory Commission has recommended
the expenditure of $250.000 under this Heading during I he Agency's firstt
financial year for a fellowship programme, provided that funds are avail-
able. Since no excess of revenues will immediate!) be available to the
General Fund, this programme can only be undertaken on the basis of
voluntary contributions. The Preparatory Commission therefore i;com-
mends the adoption by the General Conference of Resolution C in Annex I,
inviting Member States to make voluntary contributions to the Agency and
authorizing the Board of Governors to use up to $250,000 from such con-
tributions to finance a fellowship programme.



A K N E X 1

DRAFT RESOLUTION A

APPROPRIATION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 3l DECEMBER 1958

The General Conference
Resolves that fo** the firtt financial period of the Agency, ending on 3 1

December 1958:
1, Appropriations totalling $US4,089,000 are hereby voted for the fol-

lowing purposes:
Amount in US dollars

A. Special Exper.ses
•Expenses of the Preparatorv Commission and of the General Conference

in 1957. . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624,000
B. Normal Exnenses

Parti
Section 1. Conferences: the second regular session of

the Genftjc.1 Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300,000
2. Seminars anu scientific meetings. ..... ... 100,000

Part U
S. Salaries and ivages ...... ............... 1,100,000
4. Temporary assistance, consultants and con-

tractual scientific services. ............ 390,000
5. Travel of staff on official business. ........ 125,000
6. Common staff costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500,000
7. Common s?rvices and supplies. ........... 440,000
8. Permanent equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,000

Part HI , £•
* ' 9. Hospitality . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. ,|| j 10,000

Part IV
30. .Contractual printing .... ............... ' 100;OuO 3,465,000

TOTAL _ 4,089,000

2. The appropriations \oted by paragrdph 3 shall be financed by con-
tributions from Membfi .* tales.

3. The Director General may, with the prior authorization of the Board
of Governors, transfer credits between sections of the Budget.
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DRAFT RESOLUTION B
i

ESTABLISHMENT or THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND

The General Conference,
Considering that:
(a) The Agency will require funds, pending receipt of assessed contri-

butions from Members, to finance its initial administrative expenses and
to repay the monies borrowed from the United Nations to finance the Pre
paratory Commission and the first General Conference;

(6) The Agency will similarly require funds to meet expenses in sub-
sequent years before Members' contributions are received;

(c) The establishment of a Working Capital Fund is therefore desir-
able; and that

(d) A delay in payment by Members of advances to the Working Cap-
ital Fund and of their contributions may make it necessary for the Agency
to borrow money to meet its initial expenses;

1. Resolves to establish a Working Capital Fund in accordance with the
conditions set forth in Appendix 1 to this resolution:

2. Requests Members to pay their advances to the Working Capital Fund
and their assessed contributions as soon as possible: and

3. Authorizes the Board of Governors, if the need arises in the early
stages, to obtain additional advances fiom Member States in accordance
with Appendix 2 to this resolution, for the sole purpose of building up
the Working Capital Fund, pending receipt of regular advances and con-
tributions from Members,.

Appendix 1
1. The amount ot the Working Capital Fund shall not exceed

$US2,000,000.
2. Each Member shall advance to the Agency an amount determined

according to the scale fixed for the assessed annual contributions of Mem-
bers to the administrative expenses of the Agency.

3. Advances by Members shall be assessed and paid in US dollars pro-
vided that payment of the whole or par., of the advances may be made in
such other curiency as the Director General, in consultation with the Beard
of Governors, shall have determined.

4. Advances made by a Member shall be carried to the credit of that
Member.

5. Adjustments shall be made in the scale of advances to the Working
Capital Fund when changes are made in the scale of a*cessed contributions
of Members to the administrative expanses of the Agency.

6. The ennua! contiibution of each Member, other than any voluntary
contribution, shall be credited in the first place to the Working Capital
Fund ant? then lo the amounts due ftom that Member as contributions to
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the Agency's adminish alive expenses in the order in \\hich such amounts
were assessed.

7. The purpose for >wiich the Working Capital Fund may be used shall
be defined in an annual resolution of the General Conference. In the period
ending 31 December 1958, the Working Capital Fund may be used to repay
the Agency's debt to the United Nations for monies borrowed to finance
the Preparatory Commission and the first General Conference and to finance
approved administrative expenses pending the recelpl of Members' con-
tributions to such expenses. As Members' contributions are received, the
Working Capital Fund shall be reimbursed.

Appendix 2
The Board of Governors may, on behalf of the Agency, obtain additional

advances fro'm Member State-5 not exceeding a total of $2,000,000 to be
paid into the Working Capital Fund established by this resolutioa, subject
to the following conditions:

(a) No advance shall be obtained unless it is clear that funds otherwise
available will be insufficient to meet essential administrative expenses;

(6) Advances shall be obtained only from Members of the Agency and/
or the United Nations; and

(c) All advances shall be free of interest and shall be repaid as soon
as sufficient regular advances to the Working Capital Fund arc received and
in any case not later than 1958.
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DRAFT RESOLUTION C
CO.<TRIBLT/O:CS

The General Conference,
Considering that:
(a) In view of the shortage, particularly in the undt-r- developed areas

of the world, of scientists and technicians having specialized education or
training in nuclear technology for peaceful purposes, the Agency can render
valuable assistance to Member Slates by facilitating arrangement for ex-
change and traxning and in particular by undertaking a limited fellowship
programme; and that

(6) Such a programme can be financed only if sufficient voluntary con-
tributions are made tc the General Fund of the Agency:

1. Resolves that:
(a) The Agency should as soon as possible arrange to provide fellow-

ships on appropriate terms and conditions ; and that
(6) Provided funds are available, an amount not exceeding #250,000

should be appropriated from the General Fund during 1958 for this pur-
pose;

2. Invites all Members to make voluntary contributions to the General
Fund of the Agency to finance this programme ;

3. Authorizes the Board of Governors to accept voluntary contributions
made »n accordance with the Statute; and

4. Requests the Board of Governors to submit to the General Conference
at its second regular session, recommendations concerning luies to govern
the acceptance of voluntary contributions.



A N N E X I I

tnen

BASE SALARY SCALES
(United Nations scales; net in US dollars)

PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND ABOVE

Grade

Uudei -Secretary . . .......
Director (D.2) . . . . . . . . . . .
Principal Officer (D.ll
Senior Officer (P.5) . . . . . . .
First Officer (P.4) . . . . . . . .
Second Officer (P.3) . . . . . . .
Associate Ofiirer (P.2)
Assistant Officer (P.I) . . . . ,

Step
I

......... $12,500 fu

. . . . . . . . . $12,500 fu

. . . . . . . . . 10,000

. . . . . . . . . 8,750

. . . . . . . . . 7,1500

. . . . . . . . . e,(K)0

. . . . . . . . . 4,HO()

......... 3 600

Menn

ced •with a
ced

10,400
9,000
7,525
6,200
5,000
3,800

Stepin Step
IV

Step
V

Step
VI

. non-pensionable basic allowance of $3,500

10,800 11,200 11,600 12,000
9,250 9,500 9,800 10,100
7,750 8,000 8,250 8,500
6,400 6,625 6,850 7,<)7r>
5,200 5,400 5,600 5,800
4,000 4,200 V-00 4,600

Step
VII

1 0,400
8,750
7,300
6,000
4,800

Step
Vlll

10,700
9.000
7,525
6,200
5,000

Step.
IX

11,000
9,250
7,750
6,-100

flep
X

9,500
8,000

Notes:
1. Sals«4y inciements within the scales »el forth above are

awjtrde-S annually en the basis of salisfr.ctory service, provided that the
period of satisfactory service required for increments to any salary
fctep above $H,OtO net shall foe two jears.

2. The rate of pay and basic allowance for Under-Scorrtaries
will IKJ reviewed following a review of conditions at this level which
i-3 to be made by the United Nations General Assembly at if* twelfth
session in 1957.








